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l. A Synthesis of Production Systems, Neural Networks, and Fuzzy Logic 
For many yr~arr;, Uw oubjectr; of artificial intelligence, neural nelworkr;, and fuzzy logic 
were developed by sr~para.te intdlectuaJ comrnunities. T'his was due more, perhaps, to r;ocial 
ami institutional harrierr; l.o corrmntnicatiou than t.o inherently different research goalr; awl 
results. One manifestation of' ther;e lmrriers carne in t.be fonD of claims, er;pecially from tbe 
Al conmrunity. that the othr•r a.pproa.chc.s could not r;ueceed at solving cen.ain problemr;. 
despite progress to the contrary. Thir; divisive period is fortunately snbr;tamially behind us. 
•\ growing nurnber of rnoclelr; now cornptnationa.lly synthesize propenies of expert procluetion 
sysl,ems. nr•ural networks, and fuzzy logic. Fuzzy AHTMAP, the topic of tbis chapter.. is one 
such model. Fuzzy ;\]([']Vl.'\1' is a. family of self-organizing neural a.rchiv•ctures tba.t are 
ca.pable of ra.piclly learning 10 recognize, test hypotheses about, and predict c:onsequcnces of 
a.ualo.r; or binary input patterns occurring in a nonstationary time series. 
Fuzzy AHTM/\1' is the-• clar;s of Adaptive Resonance Theory (AHT) arcbit.c~ctmes designr•d 
for supervised leaming. Since the imroclnn ion of ARf as a cognitive and neural them·~· 
(Crosslrerg 197Ga, 1'1/Gb). an ever cxpanclin<', Lnniiy of' AHT neural net,work a.rcbil.ecturec 
has bc•cn progressivc•l.v cleveiopecl at Boston \'nivcrsity. These rnodcls include J\]{f 1, AHT :.!. 
AH'l' 2-A, Airi' :l, Fuzzy Al{f. AHTIIL\P. Fuzzy '\li'I'MAP, and Fusion AH'I'Mi\.P (Asfour. 
C:a.rpenl,er, Cross berg, and Lesher, 199:1; ( :a.rpe.nter and Grossi>C•rg, 19S7a., 1987b, l 990, 
1 CJ'I 1 ; Carpenter, Cross berg, :\I a.rkuzon. Reyno I cls, and Rosen, 1992: Carpenter, Grossberg. 
and Rcynoldr;, l~hll, 199:1, 1994; Carpenter. Crossbc•rg, a.nd Rosen. 199la, 199lb). Variants 
of these rnoclels have also been clevelojwcl by a number of other investigators. 
AHT systems frorn the out.set incorporated propc•rtico of production systems and fuzzy 
logic; e.g., sec Grossberg (1980. 1982). Howe,·er, Fuzzy AHTMAP provides a rnal.herna.ticall)· 
precise realization of ART concepts that is computationally powerful enougb to outperfonn 
rnany expert sysV~tns, p;r~rwtic a.lgorithms, and other neural networks in bencbma.rk studies 
('fables 1-<l) a.nd to help solve outstanding technological problems (Bachelder, Waxman, and 
Seibert, 199:); Ca.udell, Smith, .Johnson, Wunsch, and Escobedo, HJ91; Dubrawski and Crow-
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leT 1 994<e, 1994 h; EscolH,do, Smith. and C:a.uckll, ICJCJ:l: Can and Lua, I 992: Gop a!, Sklarew, 
and La.mbin, !99:1; Harn and Ha.n. ICJ~J:l; lla.rvey. l99:l; Kasperkiewicz, H.a.cz, and Dubrawski, 
ICJ~H: r,:eyva.n .. Durp;, and H.a.lwlo. I~HJ:l: 1\unmra .. Merc:ha.wi, Kanm1rthi, a.nd TlHlzhuta.veetil, 
I~JlJ:l: .Johnson, ICJCJ:l: Mc,Jna, Vij. and Rahelo. l~!'i:l: Moya. l\oc:h. and 1-losteller, JCJCJ:l; 
Suzuki, Abe .. and Ono, I'!CJ:L Vv'ienkr•., 1\JCJ:l, !CJCJ4: Wie.nkc: and Katerna.n. 1994; vVic,nlce, Xie, 
and Hopke, 1 CJ94). A self-organizing neural a.rchitecture, called VJEWl\ET (Braclski and 
Grossberg, !CJ94), that can ]c,arn to rc-,c:op;nize :1-D objects from sequences of their 2-D views 
is reviewed to show how Fuzzy AH1'l'v!AP can be embedckcl into larger systems. Another 
simulation exarnple of :l-D object re.cognition illustrates bow the AHT-EIV!AP architecture 
(Carpenter and Ross. 19\l:l. l9CJ4a., l994b) uses distributee! network activity to improve noise 
t.olcranc:e while retaining the speed aclva.nta.gc of fast lc:arning; and how rernpora.i evidence 
ac:c:urnulation can aup;rrrenr AHTMAP ca.pabilitic". 
Tables ! <l 
Orw useful property of Fuzzy AK!'MAP is t.bat it c:an ](,a.rn recognition c:a.t.cgorics and 
predictions in an unsu]wn·isc:d rnodc. yet can also usc prccliclive disc:onfirnra.tion;; t.o supcr-
vi;;e lca.rninp, of c:a.t.crp,orie;; that fit the statistics of the input-output c,n,·ironment .. Such a 
supervised architecture is c:a.pable of learning c:ornplex rnappinp;s frorn m-clirncnsiona.l Eu-
cliclcan ;;pace to n--climensional Euclidean space. given arbitrary f1nite dimensions m and 
n. 
Tbere are several ways in wbicb Fuzzy AHTMAP embodies fuzzy concepts. The most 
general way conc.erns bow the architecture mrtonomously calibrates the degree of compres-
sion, or generalization .. that. sboulcl oc:c:ur in c:ach category to fit the statistics of the envi-
ronrnent .. More general categories embody more: "fuzziness" in the range of fea.tural values 
accepted by t.he category. C:a.tep;ory choice by the network ernbodies a. decision process that 
discovers which lea.nwd ranges of fuzzy fea.t.un~s best rmttch the input pattern. 
Fuzzy lop;ic enters this learned recop;nition proc:ess in a. more precise sense as well. The 
'2 
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fuzzy Al\U, or min, operator il!l(l the fuzzy OIL or rnax, opr~~rator are used to define the 
range of n:ath('matical 1·alues that are tolerated ily a category for each linguistic variable. 
or feature. The fear un" of "hat on bead" and ·'hair on head" are illustrative as applied 
to Llw beads of men and dogs. Mlen sornletirrJles 1w~a.r a. hat a.nd usually have at least sonre 
ba.ir on Llwir head. Dogs very rarely wear a lm\ but almost always have some hair on their 
h0ad. To express this rrJathernatic:ally, let eac:b kature's values lie in the interval [0,1], where 
value 0 means '·never." Ya.lue I means "always." and intermediate values range from "rarely" 
through '·sornetirnes'' to "frequently". Then "hair on heMI" is represented for a man's head 
by a wide interval [A.l]. with A intermediate between 0 and 1. The variable of "ha.t on 
head" also translates into a. wide interval [O,B] of expectations, with B intermediate between 
0 and I. For a dog, "hair on head'' is represented by a narrow interval [C,l] with C close to 
i. whereas "ha\ on bead'' bw:onrc'5 a narrow inrerval [O.D] with D close to 0. Sirnultaneous 
represcnt.a.rion of both fuzzy features is achieved by category rectangles whose sides have a. 
length a.ll(] location \.ha.t represent t.be fuzzincs.s 1oleratcd for the corTl:Sponding feature. as 
in Figurl: i. !Iyper-n~:na.ngles in :11" code ca.v-gorics that represent 11 fuzzy fea.tuH'S. 
Ficr1lr<' l ,., 
T'IH: nrrn operator (11) defines features tha.\ an: "nit.ically present" with intervals such 
as [C,J], whereas Uw nrax opera.\.Or (v) dl'finl" fl~aturcs that are "critically absent" with 
intervals such as [O,D]. As shown below, the min operator may be realized by the on-cells 
of a. neural lll!twork-narnely, the nodes that are turned on by an input. feature-whereas 
Ure max operator is n:a.lized by the off-cells of a neural nctwork~-narncly, the~ nodes that 
arlo tunwcl off by an input feature. Thus the dua.lity lwtwcen rnin and rnax in fuzzy logic 
translates into a duality between on and o{f in neuml networks. The hypothesis that on 
and ofT u:ll pairs, or opponent processes, can represent fuzzy concepts has been part of AFrr 
heuristics since their inception (Crossberg, Hl/Gb, 1980), and indeed part of the earliest 
rnodern tra.cts on neural networks (Grossberg, 1964, Section 170). Fuzzy ART and Fuzzy 
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AHTMAP develop fuzzy conr·epts into a CO\llputationa.liy effective algorithrn. 
Fuzzy AHTMAP also conrputationally illc.orporav•s the operation of fuzzy subsetbood 
(Kosko. 1>18(). Zadeh. l'HiC,), Carpen\.rT, C:rosshr•rp,. am! Rosen (1>1CJ1b) observed tbat the 
AHT 1 computations of clroir:e, ma.tclr. and search nat.ma.lly ma.p into corresponding funy 
operations. (See Section~-) In particular the AHT l choice function that determines c:<1tegory 
selection can be interpreted in tr•nns of the dep,ree to which a learned ca.te{!;ory representation 
is a fuzzy subset of tl1e current input. 
Fuzzy lof!;iC provides a way for Fuzzy AHTIVIAP to aclaptively categorize analog, as well 
as binary, input patv.rns. In particular, Fuzzy AHTll'l!\P can autonornously learn. recognize, 
and rnake predictions with the following properties: 
(A) Fast Learning of Rare Events 
A successful autonomous ap,cnt muRt be• able to learn ;1bout rare events tha.t have impor-
tant consr~qucnces. even il' theRe rare events arc sirnila.r to a surrounding cloud of frequent 
events that have diffr.rent consequences. Fasl leaming iR needed to categorize a rare event be-
l'orr· it is Rupplantr~d hv nrorc• l'requent subsequent, events. Many traditional lr:arning schen1r:>. 
usc: a. !'onll of slow lc:arning that tends to average OV(-;r sirnilar event oc.curr('IH'.es. In contrast. 
Fuzzy ART'I\JAI' can rapidly leam a rare cv<•nt that preclinR different. consequenceo than a 
r:Joucl of' oirniJar C\'('IJLS in which it io emlwdded. 
(B) Stable Learning of Large Nonstationary Data Bases 
Rare events oft.r~n occur in a nonstat.ionary environment whose event statistics may 
change rapidly and unexpectedly thwugh time. lndiviclual eventR may aJso occur with 
variable probabilities and durations, and arbitrarily large numbers of events rnay need to be 
proccRscd. Each of tli(.S(' fa.c,tors tends t.o dcstabili~e the learning process within traditional 
aJgorithms. New lr'arning in such algorithms tends to unselectively wash away the memory 
traces of old, but still useful, knowledge. Using such an algorithm, for example, learning a 
new fa,ce-to-name association could erase the nwrnory of a parent's fa,ce-to-name association. 
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l'v1ore generally, learning new facts could erase the rncrnory of pmvious expert knowkclgc. 
Fuzzy AHTMAP contains a. self-st.ilbilizing mrmwry tha.t pennits a.c.c.urnulating knowledge 
to he stably stored in response (,o a.rhitrarily rnany c:·vents in a nonstationary envircmmen! 
under incre.nwnta.l learning c·.ouditions, until the algorithm's full rncrnory ca.pa.city, which can 
lw chosen a.rhitrarih· la.rge, is exhausted. 
(C) Efficient Learning of Morphologically Variable Events 
The morphological variability of infonna.tion often changes through time, with sorrH' 
information coa.rsc,ly clefim•d whereas other iufonna.t.ion is precisely characterized. For ex-
arnple, it may only be necessary to recognize tbat a.n object is a fa.c.e. or that it is the 
face of one's own fa.tbcr. lt may be necessary to recognize that an object is a. vehicic, or 
tha.t it is a particular type of tank that is manufactured by a particular country. Under 
auwnornous learning conditions, no teacher is gencra.lly available to instruct a system about 
how coarse its generalization, or compression, of particular types of cla.ta should be. Multi-
ple• scales of generalization, from fine to coarse. need ro be available on an as-needed basis. 
Fuzzy J\HTMAP aut.ornatically adjusts its sca.le of generalization 1.0 rna.tc:h the morphologica.l 
variability of the data using a Minimax Lmrnint>; H u!C' that conjointly minirnizc:'s predictive:• 
error ancl JlliJXirnizes genera.liza.tion using only information that is locally available under 
inc.rcrncnta.l leaming conditions. The Minirnax Learning Rule enablc~s Fuzzy AHTMAP to 
autonornously calibrate how mucb fuzziness slwulcl be tolemtecl on each feature dimension 
of a. category in order to achieve a.ccurat.c· predictive generalization. 
(D) Associative Learning of Many-to-One and One-to-Many Maps 
Many-to-one lc•a.rning includes bot.h categorization and a.swcia.tivr' prr,didion (Figure 2). 
For exmnpk, during ca.tegoriza.tion of prinV'd letter fonts, rna.ny similar instances of the 
sarne printed letter rna.y establish a. single recognition category, or compressed representa-
tion. Different printr•d letv~'r fonts or writtcn versions of the letter may establish a.clditiomcl 
categories. Ea.cb of these c:<ctegories C:<Hries out a. many-to-one map of input into category. 
5 
During prediction, all of the categories that represent the sarne letter rnay be associatively 
lllil.ppc'd into the lettc•.r ll<Ullf,, or prcdic:tion. This is a sec:ond, distinct, type> of rnany-to-orJC• 
map, since tlwrc m>ed IJ<' uo rdatiousbip lwtwemr the visual features that define a printed 
letter A and a written lc>tter A, yet both <·.ategorics may have the sarrrc; uamc for cultuml rca-
sons. The symbol that represents this name may. in turn, be transfornHxl through learning 
into an arbitnuy output pattern. 
This two-stage rrmnv-to-one, or compressive. transformation, followed by a learned out .. 
put nansfonnation, is what ena.blcos Fuzzy AHTMAP to learn essentially ;ubitrary maps 
from 'll"' to 111". Individual recognition categories may be compared to the hidden units in 
the back propagation n1odd (Parker, HJS2; H.umelharL Hinton, and Williams, 1986: Werbos, 
1971). Fuzzy AHTM;\P discovers on its own t.hc number of categorical "hidden units'' that. 
it needs to achieve Minimax Lcarninp;, unlike back propagation where a human operator 
decides by trial and error how rnany hidden units ;u-e needed. 
Figure :! 
Onc-\.0-1li<\ny lc•aming IS used to discovc"· and accmnuiat.c expert knowledge about an 
object or cvc;n\. (Figun' :l). For c;xa.ntplc, i\ con1puwrized record of a paticm's mcdic;ll check· 
up rnay lead to a sc;ries of predictions about t.hc pal.icnt 's hc>alth. A chcrnical assi\y of i\ 
sarnple of coal or JWtroleum may lead to rnany prcdict.ions about its uses as an energy source 
or structural mat.crial. In rnany learning algorithms, inc.lucling back propagation, the attempt 
t.o lcmrn more than one prediction about. an c>vcn\ leads t.o unselective i(lrgel.\.ing of previously 
!<lamed predictions, for the same reason that these> algorithms become unstable. in response 
to nonsta.tiona.ry data.. 
Figure. J 
2. Attention, Hypothesis Testing, Match-Learning, and Confidence Estimation 
Fuzzy AHTMAP achieves tbe properties (A) (D) of Section 1 by implementing the fol-
lowing types of prou>Ssc-:s: 
G 
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(E) Paying Attention and Top-Down Priming 
;\ Fmozy AHT\L\P systern caD leam wp-down <'xpcctations (a.lso called pnmes, or 
queri<,sl that can hi<ts the system to ignore rnasses of irre]c,vant data. ;\ large mismatch 
betwe<'n a bottom-up input vector and a t;op-down exw,etation can suppress features in the 
input pattern that are not c.onhrrned by the t.op-down prime and tber<,by drive an adaptive 
mf,nHrr.v search that carries out a. bout of hypothesis testing. 
(F) Hypothesis Testing and Match-Learning 
The· syst;em hereby sdect.ivcly searches for recognition categories, or hypotheses, whose 
top-down expecta.tions provide an acc.ept.able match to bottorn-np data. Each top-down 
expena.tion begins to focus attention upon, and bind, that cluster of input features that 
are part of the prototype which it bas already learned. while suppressing features that. are 
not. The sc,arcb continues if the curre!l\ match is not good enough. If no previously h!ilrned 
cat.egory. or hypothesis, provides <1 good c'uough match. then selection and learning of a new 
category and t.op .. cJown expectation is aULoJJJa.tically initia.t.ed. \\'hen the search cliscovr.OJ·s an 
oid or new category that providcos an accept.a.ble t.umcb, t.be system locks imo an att<,ntive 
resonanu' during which learning occurs. The input pattern hereby relines the adaptive 
weights of the cau,gory prototype based on any new infonnation t.lmt it contains. 
Unlike rnany learning systems, such as back propagation, \he Fuzzy Alfl'MAP systcrn 
carries out rna.tcb-learning, rather than misrnatc:h-learning. A category modifies itr; previ-
ous learning only if itr; top-down expw:tation ma.tches the input vect:or well enough to risk 
chanp;ing its defining characteristics. Otherwise, hypothesis testing selects a new category 
on which to bas<' learning of a. novel event.. 
(G) Choosing the Globally Best Answer without Recursive Search 
In rnany lm.rning algorit.hrnr;, as learning proc:ec>ds, local minima or less than optimal 
solutions may lw selected to n'present. the cla.t:a.. In Fuzzy AHTMAP, at any stage of learning, 
an input pat.tern firr;t selects the category whose top-clown expectation provides the globally 
7 
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best rnatc:h. It is in this sr:u;;e that a top-down ex]Wct.ation a.c:ts as a proto( . .YJ'C for the c:la.ss of 
a.ll the input patterns tha.t its caV:gory represent;;. After lea.ming self-stabilizes, every input 
directly ;;ekct;; and rc:sonatcs with the globally besi-rnatching ca.Vcgory without trigg;c:ring a 
n·cursive CiC'<lrCh. Familiar events directly rc;;ona.te with the p;loba.lly best category without 
recursive search, even if they are inV:rspr·:r;;ed with unfamiliar c:vents thai drive recursive 
h:·potlwsis te;;tinp; for better rnatching categories. 
(H) Learning Both Prototypes and Exemplars 
The prototype n.:presems the cluster of input features that the category learns based 
upon its past experience. The prototype n:present;; the features to which the: category "pays 
attellt.ion. In cognitive psychology, an input pattern is called an exernpla.r. A c:lassiu1l 
issue in cognitive psycbolu!.(v coucerns whet.lwr t.IH·' brain learns prototypes or exernphrrs. It 
sometimes seems that the• brain learns prot.olypes. or abstract types of knowledge, such as 
being able to recognize tha.t a particular object Is a face or an animal. 1\1 other timr:s, the 
brain appr:ars to learn in clil·i dual rxr:nr pl ars. or cou crel.P types of know ledge, such as being 
able \0 recognize a particular face• or a particular animal. \Vhat sort of hybrid system ca.n 
learn both types of knowlr·dgr· (Smith. 1990)'1 Fuzzy AHTMAP is such a hybrid systern. It 
usr:s the lVlinimax Learning Rule to control how abstract or corHTete···bow fuzzy--·a cat.cgory 
can lwconre in order to conjoint.ly minimize predictive gencrab.ation and maximize predictive 
generalization. 'I'he next. section indicates bow this i;; accornplisbed. 
(I) Controlling Vigilance to Calibrate Confidence 
A con!idence rnea;;ure. called vigila.Ilce, ca.libra.tr:s how well an exemplar needs to match 
tiH: prototype that it reads out in order for the• corrr~;;poncling category to rc~sona\.e with 
it and be chm;cn. In other words, vigilance calibrate;; how well the hypothesis represented 
by the category rna.tche;; the da.ta.. If vigilance is low, even poor ma.tcbes are a.ccepted. 
Many diifercnt exemplars can then be incorpora.ted into one category, ;;o compression and 
generalization by that c:a.tcgory are lriglr. If vigilance is bigb, then even good matches may 
lw reject.ed. and hypothesis testing rna.y l;e iniriawd to select a new category. In this case, 
few exemplars ad.ivare the sa.nre c.ategory, so conrpression and geuera.lization arc low. A 
ver.Y bi,gh \·i.~iln.JH'(' can S(']('cl a unique ca.V:gory !'or a rare cven1. that prr-~dicts a.n out.corne 
clill'erent l'rorrr thai. of any of the sirnila.r exenrplar' that surrotmd it. In r.his liwiting case, 
the prototype of the ca.Vogory learns the unique exemplar tba.t the category represents, so 
that prot.otype learning r(•duces to cxe.mpla.r learning. 
The Minimax Learning Rule is realized by adjusting the vigilance pararnet.er in response 
t.o a predictive error. Vigilance is increased just enough to initiate hypothesis testing to 
discover a better c.a.tegory. or hypothesis, with which to match tbe data. In this wa.y, a. 
rninimurn arnount of gen(rralization is sacrifiurcl to correct the error. This process is called 
llJilt.ciJ /.racking lwca.use vigilance tracks the degree of rnatdr between exemplar all(] prototype 
in rt.rsponse to a. predictive error. How this is computed is described below. 
(.J) Rule Extraction and Fuzzy Reasoning 
At. any stage of learning. a us(rr can translar-<' the st.a.te of a Fuzzy AHTMAP S)'Stern into 
a l'uzz.v S<'.l of rul(rs. These nlies evolve as the S\'Sietn is c~pOS(•cl to new inputs. Suppose, for 
ec;<llllpk. that n cat.cgori(JS are associated with r he m 111 prediction of the rH'twork. Backtrack 
l'rotll prediction m along the associative pat.hwa.\'' whose adaptive weights have learned t.o 
conncrct. the 11 ca.t.egori(JS to this pmcliction (Figure :2). Ea.cb of these categories codes a. 
"n:a.son" for making the ·n1. 111 prediction. 'I'he prototype of each cavrgory embodies the set of 
features, or constraints. whose bindin,o; togPther constitutes that category's "reason". The 
IF-'I'HEN rnle takes the forrn: IF the features of any of these n categories are found bound 
together, within tb(o fuzzy constraints tha.t lead to selection of that caVrgory, THEN the 
m111 pnrdiction holds. An exa1nple of such a rule is: if feature 1 falls in interval [a1, b1] 
;wd feature 7 falls in int.rrrval [a7, b7], or feature :3 falls in interva.l [a:l, b:l], feature 8 falls 
in interval [a8, b8], ami f(oature 94 falls in interval [a!14 , b!14 ], then prediction 7 is made. 
Fuzzy AHTMAP is thus a type of self-organizing fuzzy production system (Laird, Newell, 
and Rosenbloorn, 1987) tba.t. evolves adaptively from its unique input-output experiences. 
D 
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The IF-THEN ruler; of fuzzy A HTM !\ P ca1r I><· read oif from tbc; 1<-;a.rned adaptive weights 
of the syr;tern at any stage of the leanrinp; procc;s;o. T'hi;; prop<;rty ir; pa.rticularly important in 
applications such as nredical diagnosis fronr a large database of patic:;nt rc:;cords. where doctors 
rnay \\'ant to study the rule:-" by which the syst.<;nr rc;aches its diagnostic decisions. Tabler; 1-
:) summarize some mediurl and other bendnnark studies that compare \he performa.nce 
of Fuzzy ARTMAP with alternative rc;c:ognition and prediction models. These and other 
benchmarks are described <lisewhere in p;water detail (Carpenter, Cross berg, a.ncl Iizuka, 
199~: Ca.rpenter, Crossberg. Markuzon. Reynolds, and H.os<Jn. 1992; Carpenter, Grossberg, 
and Reynolds. 1991 ). 
(K) Properties Scale to Arbitrarily Large Databases 
One of the most serious wcJ<tknesses of traditional Artificial lntellip;ence algorithms is 
that thclir desirable prop en ics tend to break down as srna.ll toy problems are generalized to 
large-scale problerns. In c.ontrast, all of the desirable properties of Fuzzy AHTMAP scale w 
a.rbitrarily large prob!Clms. On the other hand, Fuzzy ARI'MAl' help;; to solve only learned 
categorization and prediction probknrs. These problrlrns arc. however. core problems in many 
intelligl:nt s.vsH'nrs, and ban• been technology bmtlenecko for rnany alternative approaches. 
A smnrnarv is now p;ivc•n of Adaptive Resonance· Theory, or Al(J', networks for unsuper·· 
vised lrlarning and categorization. The comwc:tion lr<;tween AHT r;ysternr; and fuzzy logic is 
notc;d in a.n exposition of Fuzzy AHT networkr; for unsupervised learning and categorization. 
Fuzzy ART modules are then combirwd into a Fuzzy AHTMAP systenr that i.s capable of 
Sll]Wrvised lea.rning, recognition, a.nd prc;diction. 
3. Unsupervised Self-Organizing Feature Map and ART Systems 
Ar; noted above, Adaptive Resonance Theory was introducr-d a.s a. theory of huma.n cog-
nitive information proce;;;;ing (Grossberg, 197Gb, 1980). Theoretical dev<-;lopment has con-
tinued to explain and predict ever-l<trg<Jr cognitive ami neura.l data bases to the present clay; 
r;ee Carpenter and Grossberg (1991, 199:3); Grossberg (1987a., 1987b, 1988, 1994); Grossberg 
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and Mccrrill (I ~1~1:!); and Cros.sberg, lVIingolla and H.oss ( 1994<1) for illustrative c:omributions. 
In addition, an evolving scTir:s of self-organizing nc·uraJ nel;work models haV(' been developed 
lor applicat ious w ada.pt i1·c· paJt.rTn recop;nit.ion and prediction. 'flwse self-organizing moclds 
can OJWrat.c· in eit.lier au nnsu]wrvised or a supe.n·isr'cl rnodc. UnsupervisHI kaming occurs 
when network predictions do not p;enerate c:nvironment;al feedback. Supervised learning oc-
curs when prediction-contingent feedback is available. This option docs not. occur in many 
supervised leaming alp;orit.lirns, such as back propagation, which can learn only when feed-
Lack is availaJJ!c• .. Unsupervised AHT rnodds learn st.able rccop;nition caV:gories in response 
w arbitrary input sequences with eit.lH~.'r fast or slow learning. These rnod1.'l families include 
AHT I (Carpenter am! (;rossberg, lfl87a.), which ca.n stably learn to cat.cgorize binary input. 
pa1tcrns presented in an arbit.ra.ry order; .·'\H:L' :.'. AHT2-A. and Fuzzy AHT (Carpenter and 
Grossberg, i987b: Carpenter, Grossberg, and RoselL 199la. l99lb), which can st.ably learn 
to categorize either analog or binary input. pat terns presented in an arbitnuy order; and 
.\!(]' :) (C:arpr:nt.er and Crossberp;, 1990), which can carry out parallel search, or hypothesis 
U:sting, of distrihuV•d recognition codes in a nJulti-!evd network hierarchy. Variations of 
these rnodcls adapted to tile den1ands of individual applications have hr,c:n developed by a 
lllllllher of authors. 
Figure 4 
Figure~ illu.strates one: example from the family of AHT 1 rnodcls. and Figure 5 illustrates 
a typica.l AH'I' s\.,arch cycle. Level F\ in Figure ·1 contains a network of nodes, each of which 
represents a particular c01nbina.t.ion of sensory fc•a.t.ures. Level F2 contains a network of nodes 
that reprcsc,nt recognition codc:s which are select.ivcly activa.t.ed by pilt.terns of activation 
arTo~s F1 . The activiti1.:s of nod1.:s in F] and F? are also called short term memory (STM) 
traces. STM is the type of mernory that can be rapidly reset without. leaving a.n enduring 
tra.ce. For example, it. is ea.sy to reset the STIVI of a list of numbers that. a person bas just 
heard once by distracting the person with an unexpected event. STM is distinct from LTlVI, 
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or long 1C'I'lll n1emory, which is the type of lllCmory tha.t we usually ascribe to learning. For 
C'Xalllple. we do not. forget om parents' names when we are distracted by an unexpected 
As shown in Fip;ure '\a, an input. vector I regist.ers it.self as a pattern X of activity across 
level F 1. The F'1 output. vector S is then \.ransrnitl.cd through tlw multiple converginp; and 
diverging adaptive filter pathways crnanating from F'1 . This \.ransmission event rnultiplies the 
vectorS by a rnat.rix of adaptive weights, or l:fl\1 traces, to generate a net input vector T to 
level!'~. The intemal competit.ivf' dynamics of 1~ contrast-enhance vector T. 'vVhercas m<my 
F2 uodc·s may recc,ivc inputs from F 1 . c·.mnpetition or la.tcral inhibition between 1~ nodes 
allows only a n1ucb smaller set ol' F2 nodes to store their activation in STI\1. A compressed 
activity v·c,ct.or Y is thereby genera.t.ed a.cross F2. In AilT 1, the compet;ition is tuned so t;hat 
t;he !'~ node that recc,ives t;he rnaxirna.l F 1 - F2 input is selected. Only one cornponent of Y 
is nonzero after this choice takes pi<IC<'. Ani vat ion of such a winner-take-all node defines the 
catc'.t>;orv. or syrnbol. of the input pal.i.em I. Such a category represent;s all the inputs I that 
n1axin1ally act.iv·at.c' the corresponding node. So far, thc'Se are the rules of a self-organizing 
feature rnap, also called competitive Jea.ming. self-organizing feature rnaps .. or learned vector 
quanti zat. ion. 
In a self-organizing feature map, only the F2 nodes that wm the competition and store 
their activit;y in STM can influence the learning process. STI\1 activity opens a learning gate 
at the LTI\1 traces that abut the winning nodes. These LTI\1 traces can then <1pproach, or 
track., the input signals in their pathways by a process of steepest descent. This lea.rning la.w 
is thus often called ga.t.cc! steepest descent., or inst.!H' learning. It was introduced into neural 
network models in Cirossberg (19Ci9) and is the learning law that w<ts usee! to introduce AHT 
(Grossberg, 197Gb). Such a.n r.;rJ\1 trace can either increase or dr,c:rea.se to track the signals in 
its pathway. Since it is thus not. a strictly Hebbian associa.tive law, which allows traces only 
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to increase. til(' inst.a.r Jaw io r;orrrctimcs said \.o he both 1-Idrlrian a.ncl anti-Hehbian. lt. bar; 
bw•.n usr>d to Jllodelncnrophysiological data about hippocarnpal LTI' (Lc"·y. 198~: Levy and 
lksrnond. ICJ?'~) and adaptive tmrirrg of conical feature detect.orr> during the vioual critical 
period (Rauschcxkc-:r and Singc,r, 197'1: Singer, 1'110:1)., lc,u(ling r;uppurt w AHT predictiono 
that these two r>ysterns would ernploy r>uc:h a Imming law (Grossberg, 197Gb). 
Self-organizing fr:atmc map rnoclclr; were introduced and computationally characterized 
rn the early 1970s ((;rosr;berg, lCJn. l97ha.. 1>1710: Ivlalsbnrg. 197:l). In brief, a model for 
learned classific:a.tion lry an instar network was introduced in Crossberg (197£). Ma.lsburg 
( 197:)) rnodificcl the nroclel equations used iu that paper to introduce the first biologically-
nrotivat.ecl r>clf-orga.nizing feature map (SOFivl). 'J'be IV!alr;bnrg model used <r non-local adap-
tive weight ecpration and did not O]Wrat.e in rcal-tirnc. Tire C:rossberg ( 1976a) model (Fig-
ure (i) showed bow to nrodify the Malsburg ( 197:l) rnodel to introduce the first locally defined 
rc,al-tinre SOFM. whose ruler; have been used in essentially all such subsequent modcels. This 
rnodel achieves !) nornraJization of its inpul patl.ernr; and ada.ptive weights. Rumelhart and 
Zipser (198'1) used this vr:rsimr of th(• SOFM model in their cornputcr simulations of com-
petitive learnine,. C:r·ossherg (19'/S) noted how a Eudidc,an. or L2 nornr achieves unbiased 
k:arning, and more generally considered Li' uorrns. 1\.obonen ( 19~-l / 1909) popularized the 
!) version through his infhrcntial book. Other contributions and applications of the SOFM 
nrodel include those of Arnari and Takeuchi (I ~178), Bienenstock, ( :ooper. and Munro ( 1982), 
Cohen and C:rosslwrg (1987), Grossberg:, allCl Euperstein (1986/1989), Linsker, (1986), and 
Willshaw and Malsburg (1976). 
figure (i 
By now, there are many hundreds of papers that develop variants of the SOFIYI model, 
either mathernatica.lly or in a.pplic:ations. That is bec:anr;e they exhibit rnany useful proper-
ties, especially if not too rna.ny input patterns, or c:lur;ters of input patterns, perturb level 
F1 relative to the number of categorizing nodes in level F2. Under these sparse environmen-
t:) 
tal conclition,;, category kaming i,; pr<ll'ai>Jy stabk: tile I;rM tran:s track the statistics or 
the environrncnL are ,;e]f-nonnaJizing, and oscillate a minimum nurnber of tirnes; ami the 
classifi<:r ha,; Ba.vesian pnlp<>rti<" (Cross berg, l ~J7(ia, l97K). TJ,<;se are th<· key properties 
that 1-\ohol)(:n (19~·1/l<JK'I) discussed and appliuL It was aloo prov<:cl, however, that under 
arbitrary environmental conditions, Jearuing beco11Jeo unstable (Grossberp;, l'176b). Such 
a rnodel could forget its parents' faces. Altbougb a gradual switc:hing off of plasticity, or 
very slow lt:a.ming. can partially overcmnc this problern, such a rnechanisrn c·annot work in 
a recognition lcaruing systern whose plasticity i;; main\.a.ined throughout aclultbood. 
This rncmory instability i;; due to basic propr:rtics of fceclforwa.rd associat;ive learning 
networks. An analysis of this instability, as well as of behavioral and neural data about 
categorization, lt:aming, and attt:ntion. led to \.lw introduction of AHT top-down feedback. or 
c:xp<:c:tation. that stabilizc::s tlw rncmory of SOFl'vl models in response to an arbitrary strearn 
of input patt0rns (Grossberg, I CJ7Gb ). '[bus Airr models were introduced a.s exarnplc;; of how 
int.c>rmll control nwc:ha.nisrns c:air self.sr.a/JiJize SOFM lc:<tming. Learning in SOFlVI models 
has also been partially stabilized by ext.c:mal control of the Jearninp; nne. One tberne of 
considerable research interest still today is wlwt.her. and how. external or internal controller;; 
arc: u;;c:d to stabilize SOFl\'1 lc:a.ming. 
4. Hypothesis Testing, Attention, and Resonance 
The: AHT scherne for self-stabilizing its ern bedded SOFM model incorporates heuristics 
that are also used in expc:rl. production systerns and fuzzy sys\,ems. In particuhu, AHT 
systems carry out a form of hypothesis testing to discover new recognition c.<ttegories and to 
st<tbilize le<tming. Thu;; in an AHT rnodel (C<trpenter and Grossberg, 1987<1, 1991), learning 
does not occur whenever ~orne: winning IS activities a.re stored in STM. Inst.ca.d activation 
of IS nodes rnay be interpreted as "rna.king a hypothesis" about. a.n input. I. When Y is 
a.ctiva.t.cd (Figure' 5a.), it. generates an output vector U tha.t is sent top-down through the 
sr:cond adaptive filter. After rnultiplic<ttion by the acla.ptive weight matrix of the top-clown 
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fiher. a net vector V inputs to F 1 (Figure !ibj. Vector V plays the role of a learned top· 
clown expectation. Activation of V hv Y rnay be interpreted as "testing the hypothesi;;" 
Y. or ''reading out t.lw ca.tegory prototype'' V. The AHT I network is desigm'cl to nmtclr 
the "expected prototyp(· .. V of the car.egory against. the active input pattern. or exernplar, 
I. Nodes tha.t <1]'(' a.ctivate.cl by I are supprr·.;;se.cl if they do not. correspond to large LTM 
traces in the prototype pattern V (Figure !icj. Thus F1 features that are not "expected" 
by V are suppr(,ssed. Expressed in a different way, the matching process may change the 
F1 activity pattern X by snppressint>, activation of all the feature detectors in I th11t are 
not "conhnn(xl" by hypothr:sis Y. The resnltant patM'rn X* encodes the cluster of features 
in I that the network deems relevant w the hypothesis Y based upon its past. experience. 
Pattern X" encodes the ]l<tttern of features to which the network "pa.ys attention." 
If the expectation V is clo"' cnoug.n to the input I, then a st<ttc of resonance develops as 
the at.tentional focus takes bold. The pat.t.c::rn X* of at.t.enclecl features reactivates hypot.he;;is 
Y which. in tmn, rcact.ivates X* 'l'he network locks into a resonant state through the 
rnutual positive feedback that d)'llamically link;; X* with Y. In AHT. tb(~ resonant state. 
rat.lwr than l>ottonHrp activation. drives the learning proc:r"s. The resonant sta.V: persists 
long enough, at a bigh enough activit.'· level, to activate the• slower lc::arning process; hence 
the tcrnr arlapUve n\W!IlilJJC:C theory .. \ ]([' systcrns le.arn prototypes, rather than ex ern plars, 
bc:cause the a.t.tencle.cl ka.turc vector X"', rather \.han the input I itself, is lecll'ned. 'I'bcse 
prototypc~s rnay, however, also be used to encode individual exemplars, a;; described below. 
5. Pattern Matching, Stable Learning, and Phonemic Restoration 
The AHT attenti\'e matching process ma.y be realized in sev('ra.l ways (Carpenter a.nd 
Grossberg, 1987a.). ln one instantiation, three different types of inputs are combined at 
level F1 (Figure 4 ): bottom-up inputs. top-clown expectations, and at.tentional gain control 
signals. The a.ttcnt.ional gain control channel sends the sam(·' signal to all F1 nodes; it is a. 
"nonspecific", or rnodulat.ory, channel. This sort of attentive matching is said to obey a 2tl 
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Rule (C:arpt~nter and Grossbcrp,, lfJX7a): an F'1 node ca.11 bt~) fully activated only if two of the 
three input sourct~s that convt~rp,t· upon it send positive sip;nals at a given tirne. 
The :Ij:) Huk a.lio\\'s F1 nodes t.o p,("'m'l'a\.t' suprathesiJCrlcl outputs in response to bottmu-
up inputs. since an input directly activatt'S its target F1 features a.llCl indirenly activates 
them via t.lw nonSJWcific gain control channel to satisfy the '2,j:l Rule (fip;ure .Sa). After t.he 
input instates itself at F1, leading t.o sdu:tion of a hypothesis Y a.nd a top-clown prototype V, 
the 2/:l Rule t:nsurtos that only those F1 nodes that are confirn1t~d by the top-clown prototype 
can rerna.in a.ctive and he attended at F1 afl.er an 1'2 category is stdected .. since top-down 
feedback shuts ofT the attt~ntional ga.in comrol signals. 
AHT matching rules like the 2/:l Rule enable an AHT network t.o realize a self-stabilizing 
learning proct>;;s. Carpenter and Crosslwrg (198/a) proved that .-\HT learning and rnmnory 
are st<1.hie in arbitrary cnvironn1ents, hut ht:corrlt' rmstahle when the 1\RT matching rule is 
t:liminated. 'J'lrt•y also defined several circuits tha.t gt,neratt: the desirc:d matching properties. 
Thus a :ype of rrJatc·hing that guarant.cr:s stable ltoarnin.<( also enahlt's the network to sclcc-
\ivcly pay a\.lc~ntion to fcat\\rt' con1hinations that are confirnwd b\· a top-dmr·n expectation. 
AH'l' lllil.tcbing in the brain is ili11stratc:d by expcrinJc'nts on phoncrnic restomtion (Rcpp, 
1991; SaJuuel, l9Sia, I~'JSih; WarrelL ICJ84; Warren and Sherman, 1974). Suppose that 
a noise spt:t:trum replaces a lr~tter sound in a word heard in an otherwise unambiguous 
coutt~xt.. 'I'hen subjects bear the correct letter sound, not the noise, to the extent that the 
noise spt•ctrurn inc.lucles the letter fonna.nts. If silence replaces the noise, then only silence 
is heard. Top-down expectations thus arnplify expected input features while suppres:>mg 
mwxpec:t.ecl features, but clo not create activations not already in the input.. 
AH:I' matching rules also show how an AHT system can be primed, or biased, to respond 
differently based upon prior short.-tenn activation. Thi:; property has been used to explain 
paradoxical rea.ction tirne and t~rror data from priming experinwnt.s during lexical decision 
<Wcl lt,(.t.cr gap detection tasks (Grossberg and Stone, 1986; Schvaneveldt and MacDonald, 
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1981 ). Although pmnmg IS ofV,n tbought. of as a. residual effect of previou;; bottom-up 
acti\"aLion. a combination of IJottorn-up activation and Lop-clown AHT matching was needed 
to explain the complev' data pattern. This analysis cou1bined bottom-up priming with a 
type of top-down pritning; nault,ly. the top-down activat.ion that pn,pares a JW\.work for 
an PX]Wcted event that n1ily or may no\ occur. ART ma.tcbinp; rult's clmify why top-down 
priming. by itsdf, has subthreshold (and in the bntin unc.onscious) effects. t'ven though it 
can facilitate supu1Lhnosholcl processing of a subsequent expected event. 
6. Vigilance, Hypothesis Testing, and the Control of Category Generalization 
The criterion of ;m acceptable ma1ch is defincxl by a paramet.er p called vigilaJJce ( Ca.r-
pen!er and Cross berg, 1987a, 1991 ). T'he Yigila.nce parameter is computed in the orient.ing 
subsystern A. Vigilance weighs how sirnilar an input. exemplar nn1st be to a top-down pro-
t.ot.ype in order for resonance to occur. Resonance occurs if pill- IX* I S 0, where 0 S p S 1. 
"T'his inequality r;a.ys that the F'1 att.t,miona.l focus X'' inhibits A more than the input I excites 
it. If A ren1ains quiet.. t.hen an F1 --· F] resonance can develop. 
Vigilance ca.librat.tos how nn1dr um·c·lty the system can tolera.tl' bdon· a.ct.ivat.iug A aucl 
sea.rchiug for a. diifercut. ca.tt'gory. If the top-down cxpccta.t.iou and the bot.tom-up input. are 
too diifcrcnt to satisfy t.he resonance criterion, then hypothesis test.ing, or memory search, 
is triggered. Memory search leads t.o selection of a. better category at level F'z with which to 
represent.tht' input ft*atnrt)S at level 1"1 . During search, the orienting subsystcrn interacts with 
the a.ttcnt.ional suhsyst.cnL as in Figures :ic and !icl, to rapidly reset. mismatched catt~gorics 
and to select other F2 representations with which to learn about novel events, without 
risking unsclcctive forp;etting of previous knowledgr:. Search rna.y select a. familiar category if 
its prototype is sirnila.r enough to the input to satisfy the vigila.nce criterion. The prototype 
. ~ 
may then be refined by top-down attention a! focussing. If the input is too different from any 
previously lt~arned prototype, then an uncommitted population of F2 cells is selected and 
learning of a new category is initiated. 
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Beca.use vigilance can vary across learning trials, !\'.cognition categories capable of <>n· 
coding widl>iy differing dcgrer>s or geur>ralization or abstraction can be lreanw.d by a siudc 
ART syst.crn. Low ,·igilance lr>a.ds to broad gcnr>ralization and abstract prototypes since then 
p]li-IX' IS 0 ror all but the poon·st nmtclws. High vip;ilance leads to narrow generaliza.tiou 
aud to prototypes that represent fewer iuput exernplars. even a single exernplar. Thus a 
siuglc AHT syst.elll rnay be userL say, to recognize abstract categories of faces <md dogs, 
as wdl as individual facPS and dogs. A single system can learn both, during supervised 
learniug, by increasiug vigilauce just enough to activate A if a previous categorization leads 
t.o a predictive error (Carprmter and Crossberg, 1992; Carpenter, Grossberg, and Reynolds, 
1991; Carpenter. c;rossberg, lV!arkuzon, Reynolds, a.IHl Rosen, 1992). AHT systcrm hereby 
provide a new answer to wh0tlwr the hraiu learns prO\or.ypcs or exemplars. Various authors 
have realizr>d thai neit.her one uor the other alternative is satisfactory, and that a hybrid 
systr;nr is nr•edecl (~mith, 1990). AHT syst.erns can perform this hybrid function in a manner 
that is sensitive to cnvironrnent.al demands. 
7. Memory Consolidation and Direct Access to the Globally Best Category 
As inputs are practiced over karning trials, the: search process eventually convr>rgcs 
upon stable catcp;ories. The process whereby search is automatically disengaged may be 
interpreted as a fonn of memory consolidation. Inputs familiar to th0 network access their 
correct category clinx.tly, without the need for se<ncb. The ca.t.egory selected is the one 
whose prototype provides the globally best rnatch to the input pattern. If both familiar 
and unfarnilia.r events arc expcricncccl, familiar inputs can directly activate their learned 
categories, while unfamiliar inputs ccmtinne t.o trigger adaptive memory searches for better 
categories, until t.bc network's memory capacity is fully utilized (Ca.rpenter and Grossberg, 
1987a.). 
These AHT properties haw been used l.o explain a.nd predict. of cognitive and brain cla.ta 
t.lrat ha.ve, as yet., received no other theoretical c>xplanation (Carpenter <Uld Grossberg, 1991; 
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Crosslw.rg. 1987a. 1 9S7b ). For exa.mple, a formal lesion of the orienting subsystern creates a 
nreurory clisturb;wce tha.t rernarkahly nriJJrics propmties or medial V'"'poral amnesia (CM-
penter and Crossbf,rg., ICJS7c, ICJCJ:l: Crosshcrg and Merrill. 1CJCJ:Z). These and rda.tecl data 
correspondcucr's t.u orienting properties (Crossherg a.!lcl Merrill, IWJ:Z) have led to a neuro-
biological interpretation of the orifmting subsystem in terms of the lrippocampa.l formation 
of the brain. In applications to \'i;;ua.l object. recognition, tire interactions within the F1 and 
F2 levels of the att<-,ntional subsystern arc interpreted in \errns of data concerning the pre-
striate vi"ral cortex and the inferotcrnporal cortr-'x (De:.;inrone, 1992), with the attentional 
gain control pathway imerpretecl in terms of the pulvinar region of the brain. 
Figure 7 
8. Natural Link between ART Systems and Fuzzy Logic 
Fuzzy i\l{f is a generalization of AHT 1 that incorporates operations from fuzzy logic 
(Ca.rpemcT. Crossbc"E.- and Rosen. l~J9lh). Although AHT I can le;nn to c:lassify only binary 
input p;ntc,rns. Fuzzy Arn· can Jc,arrl w classify both analog and binary input pattcTns. 
Morccover. Fuzzy \J{f rc'duces to •\HT l in response to binary inpm patterns. As showrr in 
Fip.;un-' I. t.lw gc:nc~ra.liza.tion to lea.rning both analog and binary input patterns is achievc~d 
simply by rc'placing a.ppcaranc:es of the binary intersf:c:ticm operator (n) in AWr 1 by the 
analog MIN operator (A) of fuzzc' ;;et theory. The MIN operator reduces to the intersection 
operator in the birrary case. Of pa.rticular interest is the fact that, as parmnetcr n approa.ches 
0, the function Ti which controls category choice through the bottom-up filter (Figure 5a) 
then nrc:asures the degree to which the adaptive weight vector w1 is a fuzzy subset (Kosko, 
1986) of the input vector I. The network first chooses the category j that maximizes Ti. 
Figure 8 
In Fuzzy AHT, input vectors are f) nonna.lizcd a.t a preprocessing stage (Figure 8). 
This nonnaliza.tion procedure, called complement coding, leads t.o a symmetric theory in 
which the MIN operator (A) a.ncl the MAX operator (v) of fuzzy set theory (Zadeh, !9G5) 
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play eomplemcnta.ry roles. Geometrically, the ca.tc~gories forrned by fuzzy AHT are then 
hyper-rectangles. Figure 9 illustrates bow MIN and MAX define these rectangles in the 
:2-dimcnsional case, with the MIN and MAX value" defining the a.ccepta.blc range of kat.ure 
variation in c"tch cliJIICnsion. ( :omplenlfent coding uses on-cell ( witb activity a in Figure X) 
and off-cell (with ;tctivity ac in Figme 1\) oppouent processes to represent the input pattern. 
This representation prceservc,s individual katme arnplitndcs while norrnalizing the total on-
cell/off-cell vector. The on-cell portion of a prototype encodes features that are critically 
present in ca.tegory cexempla.rs, while the olf-cell portion encodes features that are critically 
a.bsent (Figure' 8). Each category is then defined by an interval of expected w1lues for each 
input fca.turc (Figure 'l). ]'bus. as noted in Scec:tion I, for the category "man", Fuzzy ART 
would encode the featurl' of "hair on lwacl" by a. wide intcerval ([A. l]) and the feature "bat 
on bead" by a wide int.cerval ([0, B]) (Figure I). For the category "clog". two narrow intcerv;tl:;, 
[C, 1] for hair and [0, D] for hat correspond to narrower ranges of expectations for these two 
features. 
F i ,e; n n-' 9 
Learning in Fuzzy Alrl' is stable because' a.ll adaptive weights can only decrease in tirnc. 
Dccrcasin,u; weights correspond to increasing sizes of C<ttegory "boxes". Smaller vigilance 
values Jc,acl w larp;er category boxes. Lcearning stops when the input. space is covered by 
boxes. The use of cornplement coding works with tire property of increasing box size to 
prevent a proliferation of categories. With fast learning, constant vigilance, ;mel a finite 
input set. of arbitrary size and cornposition, learning stabilizes a.ft.er just one presentation 
of each input pattern. A fa.st-c:onnnit slow-rceco(k option combines fast learning with a 
forgetting rule that buffers system memory against noise. Using this option, rare events can 
be rapidly learned, yet previously learned mcrnories are not rapidly erased in response to 
statistically unreliable input fluctuations. The equations that define the Fuzzy AHT and 
AHTMAP algorithms are listed in the Appendix. 
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Wben tbc SU]Wn-iscd learning of Fu%zy ARTMAP controls category formation, a prf'-
clictive error uw force tbc creation of new categorir's that could not otherwise be learned. 
Supervised learning pen11its the creation of c.ornpicx categoric;\! structure's without a loss of 
stability. 
Fiaure i 0 
" 
9. Fuzzy ARTMAP 
Each Fuzzy AHTMAP sy:;tern includes a pair of Fuzzy AHT modules (AHTa and AI(]\), 
as in Figure 10. During :;npervised learning, Alrfa receives a strr,ain {a(!')) of input patterns 
and AHTb rcxeives a stn,arn {b(l'lj of input patterns, where b(P) is tbe correct prediction 
given a(Ji) _ These rnodnles are linked hy an associative learning network and an internal 
controller that ensures autonomous :;ysr,enJ opcrar ion in real tilllc. 'I' he controller is designed 
to c:reat.e tlw minimalnun!iJc:r of Arrr" rr,cognition categoric•.s, or "hidden units," needed to 
nJc,et accuracy criwria. As noted above. this is accomplislwcl by realizing a Minirna.x Learning 
H.ule that conjointly rninimi:.oes predictive· error and maximizes category generalization. 'J'bis 
scheme a.utmrJa.tica.lly links predictin' srJCCC'iiS to category size 011 a trial-by-trial basis u:;ing 
only local operations. It works by increasing the ,-igilance pararneter p, of;\](!', by the 
mini rna! an1ount 11trrrded to correct a predictive error at Airrb (Figure II)_ 
Parameter flu calibra.Vr:; the mininmrn confidcrnce that AHT, must have in a recognition 
c:atr-rgory, or hypothesis, tba.t is a.etivar.ed by an input a(l•) i11 order for AHT, to accept that 
category, rather tban sr,arch for a better one through an automatically controlled process of 
hypothesi:; testing. ;\:; in A WI' I, lower vaJurrs of f!a ccnable largc:r categ;ories to form. These 
lower (J" v;rlurrs kad to broader generalization a.ncl higher code compression. A predictive 
failure a.t All:T't. increases the minimal confidence (!a by tbe least amount needed to trigger 
hypothe:;is testing at AH'l\,, u:;ing a rnecbanism called m;U.c:h t-racking (Carpenter, Gross-
berg, and Re.ynolcls, HJ91 ). Match tracking sacrifices the minirnum amount of generalization 
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uc:cessary to corr(:ct the predictive error. Spc:a.kiup; iutuitively match track ern bodies the ich:a 
that the criterion confidence level that permitted selection of the active hypothesis needs 1.0 
he raised to satisfy the clernancls of the· current c•n1·ironnwut. Match tracking increases thi' 
criterion confidcnu· just enough to tri.e;ger hypothesis testing. Hypothesis testing leads w 
the ,sc:lec:tiou of a new AlCfa category, which focuse.s attention on a new cluster of a(Pl input 
featnres tha.t. is better a.hle \.0 predict biPI. The cornbinat.ion of match tra.ckiug and fast 
learning allows a siugle AHTMAP system to learn a. diifereu\. prediction for a rare event 
than for a cloud of sirnilar frequent eveuts in which it. is ern bedded. The equa.tions for Fuzzy 
AHT ancl Fuzzy AHTIVIAP are given in the Appc:ndix in algorithmic form. 
The next two sections illustrate how variants of Fuzzy AHTMAP can he embedded into 
larger neural a.rcb i teet. ure;;. 
10. VIEWNET: A Neural Architecture for Learning to Recognize 3-D Objects 
from Sequences of 2-D Views 
'T'his sc:ction shows belli' a Fuzzy AH'T'IVIAP nNwork can be incorporated into a self-
organizing nemal an:hitect.urc' for inl'ariant. :l-D objc:c:t recognition (Brachki a.ncl Grossberg. 
1994). Thi;; architecture is ca.llccl VIEWNET hc:ca.use it. uses View lnforrnation Encoclecl 
With NE'T\vorks (Figure 1:2). VIEWNET accurnul<r\.c:s evidence across sequences of possibly 
noisy or incornplete 2-D views of a :J-D object. in order to generate rnorc accurate object. iden-
tifications than would otlwrwise be possible. VIEWNET processes indi,·iclua.l :2-D views of 
:J.J) objects usinp, the COHT-X 2 filter (Carpenter, Grossberg, ancl Mehania.n, 1989; Gross-
berg and Wyse, 1991 ), which discounts t.be illnrninant, regularizes and cornpletes figural 
boundaries, and ren1ovc:s noise from the images. /\ log-polar tmnsfonn is taken with respect 
to the centroid of tire re.sulting figure and then re-centered to achieve :2-D .scale and rotation 
invaria.nce. The invariant images Me coarse coded to further reduce noise, reduce foreshort-
ening effects, <Uld increase genc1raliza.tion. These corn pressed codes <rre input into a. variant of 
the Fuzzy AHTl'vl/\P algorithm which learns 2-D view categories. Evidence from sequences 
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of :!-D view categoric'' is stored in a. working rnernory. Voting based on the unordered r:et of 
r:tored ca.tegorier: derennines object recognition. H.ecognition JWrforrnance was tested wirb 
nois\' and clean ir11ar>;es using slow and fast h:arning on an MIT Lincoln La.horar.ory database 
of :!-D views of a.irnafl with and without a.ddirive noisf!. ;\ recognir.ion rate of up to 90% 
wa.' achieved with one :!-D view category and of up to 98.!\% correct witb three 2-D view 
categories. 
Figure 12 
Seibert and Waxman ( J <J90a, 1990b, 1 'J'l L HHZ) pioneered the use of 2- D view sequences 
for :\. D object recognition by adaptive nema.l networks. Seibert and Waxman developed 
tlwir neural an:hitec:ture bar:ed on the hm:nderink and van Doorn (1979) concept of As-
JWC'.\ Cra.phs. The VIEWNET model is inspired by the Seiberr-Waxrnan rnodcl, but uses 
a cli!Icrent preprou:ssor. adaptive pat.wm classifier. and evidence accumulation r:chcrne to 
achieve betV:r compression a.nd higher <HTmac.v on tbe sanre data base from MIT Lincoln 
LaiHrratory, which they generously shared. 
Seibert and Waxrrran used an unsuJH'rvisc'cl Arrr 2 network to clasr:ify coarse-coded 
111axirnal (:urvattirc' irnagc da.t,a.. T'his appn)ach ge.Jlcrated unarnbiguotts rec.ognition based on 
one category only :2C,% of the tirne, using ·11 categories, as compan:d to tbc VIE\VNET 90% 
acc.uracy 1.1sinp; :1:{ categories. 
To compensate for the genera.] categories formed in their rnodel, the Seibert.-Waxman 
model used orclr:rc:d view transitions between pairr: of view categorier: to r:upplernent individ-
ual recognition c:at.c:goric:s. For examplc:. to n:c:ogni~e multiple views of an F-16 aircraft., 70 
view transitions wc:rco lcamc>cl. VIE\~INET ur:c:d only t.he unordered ;;el. of2-D view categorier:, 
stored in a workinp; rnernory, to vol.e for a bc:;;l. object. No view tran;;itions were used, and it 
was ;;hown that. thc:y do not improve accuracy. Two views achieved up to 94% accuracy, and 
three vic,:ws up to CJH.<'>% ac:c:ura.c:y. The:;c: rc:wlt:; suggest Ura.t the selection of preprocessor, 
classifier, and c•viclf:nce accumulation scheme may sub;;tantially alter predictive accuracy. A 
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number ol' issues, includinp; tile possible utility of ordered view trausitions, remain open for 
l'urther study. 
The image datahlsf· used to test tile VIEW\FT archit.ectur-c consists of multiple 2·D 
images of Lhreejet.s. Video irnages were ta.ken of:] airplane modds: an F.J(i, an F'·l8, and a.u 
Ill\·1. Each a.irpla.ne was painted black and suspended by sLring against a light background 
t.o aiel in segrnenta.t.ion. Thc' c.arnera. was mourJtecl anywhere in an arc around the jets tba.t 
started at 0.0 degree's above horiwntal and w<,nl in incrernent.s of 4.fi degrees to a ma.xirnurn 
of 72.0 degrees above horizontal. For each carrH:ra anp;k. the airplam" were spun and frames 
covering one full revolution (an average of KS frames) were retained resulting in 1200 to 1400 
iiiiilges JICT object.. T'he images themselves were l:Z8x I 28 pixel gray scale. The images were 
1hc:n tlnc:sholdecl and binarizcd into aS\''\ raster forrna.t. to form the "raw" database. For 
our processing. data wac; turned into a floating point. forrnat scaled between 0.0 and 1.0 and 
an adclit.ive noiscc process was introduced. 'I' he noise consisted of a I :28 x 128 pixel irnages 
with each pixel taken frorn a uniforrn distribution betwc:en 0.0 and 1.0 scaled hy a constant 
(' ?: 0.0. These seal eel. l:!ii x 1:!~ noise irnagc:s were then aclclecl to the I 2K x 128 jet images 
prior l.o preproc:essmg. 'l'lllls. both nois<'··free and noisy 2·D views covering a ha)f.spherc 
surTOUIHlin,t; the :J .. J) object. were collected. kc:eping t.heir spatial relationships intact. 
E:ven nurnbered rotation images from each camera angle were tah:n as the training set. 
with the odd nun!lJcred images fonning the test set. The system was trained using random 
walks over the ha.lf.splwre of training images. Testing wils clone using random walks over 
the ha.lf·spbere of test images so tha.t Uw paths taken and views seen were never the same 
IH:twcc~n the training and test. s<cts. 
Figure J:l 
The COHT·X :2 filter (Crossbc,rg and Wysc:, J99J, 1992) discounts tbe illumina.nt and 
norrna.lizes image contrast.s. rc:gularizes a.nd c:ornplctc" figur<tl boundaries, and suppresses 
. . . 
irna.ge noise. Alternative filters could ha.vc' been used on the present data.. COHT-X 2 wa.s 
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used because it i;; also capable of prc•proc<-"sing rnore complex noisy inra.gr:s. The processing 
stag<rs of ( IOHT-X ~ are shown in Figure I :l. TlH·y ern body a one-shot fe(rdforward ;;impli-
lication of a model of the boundary segrnentation proc<:ss that takes place in visual cortex 
(Grossberg. Mingolla. and 'I'odorm·il-., I 91-:9). 
The ~-D bounda.ry segnwntation is cenVTed by dividing its 1-'1 lllOlllCnts by its 01·11 rno· 
ment to lind the figure centroid. subtractinp; off tire center of the image and then shifting 
t.be figure by this amount. A log-polar transfonn is then taken with rcrspect to the center of 
the in1ap;e. Each point (:r,y) is represented as ndi Taking the logarithm yields coordinates 
of log radial rnagnitude and angle. As is well known (Schwartz, 1977) figural sizes and ro· 
t.ations of a centered inrap;c a.rc converted into figural shifLs under log-polar tra.nsfornmtion. 
Using t.hese shift parameters to center the log-polar transformed image leads t.o a. figural 
n'presentar.ion that. is in\'ilriant under :2-U changes in position, size and rot.a.tion. 
( :oa.rsc coding, or data reduction. reduce" rnernorv n•.quircrncnts as it helps t.o corn· 
pensat.c for ina.ccuraci<cs of fignral alignment. :\.[) viewpoint specific l'oreshort:ening, and 
sdf-occlusions. Too rnucb coarse coding can. lrow<rver. obscnre c.ritic:al input fcat.urcs and 
tiH:rehy hann recognition pcrrl'orntance. 'fhes<· effc'c:t.s were ha.lanceclt.o rnaxirnize the benefits 
of coarse coding. 
Coarse coclr-:cl used a spatial averaging rncthod that convolved the origina.l image I with a. 
[\ruction ~~ a.nd then sa.mpl<rcl the resultant image with delta functions spaced every T pixels: 
8(:r: -· nT, y- kT). For sirnplicity, in l D this is 
0(> 
(I* W) · L b(:r:- nT). (1) 
n=-rx: 
If the Fourier transfonn of I is J, and that of \]1 is ~~, then the Fourier t.ransforrn of equation 
JS 
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~ " '.Jr. I'XJ u. Y'l, ~~: 2.:: ~(n- H!,). 
k=-<X< 
wlwre \2, = :hr /T, and Tis tl1e sampliur; period i11 pixds. if ON is til<.' higlwst frequency in 
the image, then for the image to be uniquely deterrnined by its smnplcs, we must have by 
the Nyquist sarnpling tlworern that 
') (\ - :::!'_ '!'[ , 
''' - T > ~o ;\. ( :l) 
'fwo simple spatial ave"· aging functions \]! a.re: (I) uniform averaging of the input irnagc 
so that all pixels in a window of some width a.re surnrned and divided by the number of pixels 
in the \vindow: (:2) Ca.ussia.n averaging of the input irnage so tha.1 a norrnaJizecl~ Ga.ussia.n 
weiglr!.ecl smn of all pixds is taken over a window of some width. Both approaches were 
invcost.igatcd by Hradski and Crossberp; ( l <J<J4 ). Method ( l) bas the problem that uniform 
avcrap;rrrg JS a rectangular filter in t.bc space domain and a sine hmction in the frequency 
domain which imrodnccs lri.d1 frcqnc,ncv aliasing ('·ringing") in the resultant image. J'be 
Canssian l'tmction of met.hocl (:2) is a "srnoot.hcr" low pass fiiV:r and so does not. suffer from 
this problmn. '\ Gaussian is also an eigeui'lJncl.ion of a Fourier t.ransforrn. which simplifies 
calculation. 
Figure 14 
T'o best set. the standard deviation CJ of the Gaussians, we defim' t.wo standard deviations 
away from the Gaussian midpoint. to be essentially zero. T'be cutcrii frequency of such a low 
pass filter is then 1r /2CJ, which by equation (:3) yields at. equality: 
T 
(J = 2. (4) 
'fbus, the zero point of each Caussian just touches the center of the next Gaussian. Figure 14 
surnmarizes the preprocessing: 14(a) shows the output of COHT-X 2, 14(b) the centered log 
2G 
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polar transform of (il). l4(c) depicts Gil.ussian ccmrse coding according to equation (4), and 
J4(d·f) show coarse coclinp, clown to )() x Hi, 8 x S, il.nd 4 x 4 pixels. The best results. as 
S\lllllllarizecl in Table cJ. were achieved wit.11 l (i x ](i coa.rse coding. 
'Ltbie ·1 
A modifir'cl version of Fuzzy AHTMAP was usced in the VIEWl\ET archit.ecture. First. L!w 
network was simpliiir,cL as in Carpenter, (;rossberg, and Iizuka (199:2), i.CJ consist of a F11zzy 
:\ J{J' rnocl u le ( Ca.rpenter, (;ross berg, and Rosen, 199 J b) A 10~, and a field of output nodes F 1', 
rather than an Ait:r~, modulr\ linked t.o ;\]{f, by ar1 associative memory F"" that is called the 
map field (see Appendix). Fuzzy ARTMAP was rnodiiied to allow for on-line slow learning 
lron1 ART, 2-D view category nodes FJ: to the map iiclclnocles (Carpenter, Grossberg, and 
Reynolds, J99:l, 19fJ4). A rnaxirnal ART;, ,·igilance leveL(;,,,,. was introduced such that an 
error at the 111ap field trip;gcrs rnat,ch tracking only if rnat.ch tracking lea.ds to a. vigilance 
f!u S p,,,,. if (Ju > (1 11 ,,,. learning takes pia.cr• instead of rnernor)· search. By setting the 
nrap field karnin.£>, rate !?,b· baseline ((!,) and maxirnai (/1,,,) ,·igilancc levels appropriately. 
wrirdrts from Fj' nodes to tire rnap iielcl approxima.l.r' the conditional probability of the true 
r:Ja" u;ivcn tlw sclcct.c'd Fj' category (Table rJ ). 
For the a.irplallC' da.ta set as processed by \'IEWNET. the average overall length of an 
error sequence was l.:ll 2-Il views with a standard devia.tion of 0.57 views. Thus, when 
;ur error occurs, colh:cting r'videnc:e from, and \·oting over, two morr~' views will usually be 
suHicic:nt Vr corrrx:\. tire c'rror. This can lw done• most. sirnply in VIEWNET by adding an 
integration field (Fi"1), or working rnernory, to a.ccurnula.te evidence between the map field 
(I<'"") and the winner-take-all field (F"'1"). The equation for the integrator field is stepped 
once each time AH.:r;, choose" a. ca.tegory: 
(.1.i'.d)"""' = P. ·r·"." + ( 1 _ P. )(·r·int)old •'k rJwt· k r-J11d •'k ' (fl) 
wlrere :rj;'1 1s an int.egrator node for tire /,: 111 object, (1;,1 is the int.egmtion rate ea.clr time 
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\be equation is stepped, and :rj~ 1' is the k01 map field ca.tcp;ory. The rna.xim<LI integr<Ltion 
node is chosen by the winner~take~all field (F'"' 10 ) as the network's identification of the :J~D 
object. Tlms VIE\VNET n·,c.ognition is based upon the unordered winner of a temporal 
The Fuzzy A HT!Vl A P a.rchi Lecture con1puU:s goodness of fit information that rnay be used 
10 enhance its power in \'a.rious applications. For example, the algorillnn's match or choice 
equat.ion in may lw used to rneasme to the cJua.lity of the recognition. Thus if VIEWNET 
recognizes a :J~D object. but its AR7;, category prototype provides a. poor fit to the inpm 
\'IT\.OL then the p;oodness of fit infonna.tion could be used to cause VIEWNET to collect. 
n1on' data before a final recognition decision is ma.cle. Likewise, if VIE'vVNET is embedded 
in a.n active vision syst.ern. then a poorly fitting v·iew could be used to trigger the system to 
move lO get. a better pcorspeni wo. 
11. ART~EMAP: Object Recognition by Spatial and Temporal Evidence Accu~ 
mulation 
•\lff .. EIVIAP (Figure l'i) usc" spatial and t.c'li!Jloral c·vidence acc:mnula.tion to recognize 
target. objects and pat.t.ern classes in noisy or ambiguous input environments (Carpenter a.nd 
Ross, 199:1, 1994b). During performance, AHT~EMAP integrates spatial evidence distributed 
a.cross n'cognit.ion ca.t.egoric's to predict a. pa.t.V'rn c.lass. During training, AHT~EMAP is 
equiva.lcnt to fuzzy AHJ'MAP and so inherits the advantages of fast., on~line, incrernenta.l 
learning, such as speed, stability. and the ability to encode rare cases (Section I). Distributed 
activation during performance a.lso endows the network with the a.dva.nta.gcs of slow learning, 
including noise tolerance a.]](] error corn:ction. When a decision criterion determines the 
patV:rn class choice to be ambiguous, additional input frorn the same unknown class may be 
sought. Evidence frorn multiple inputs accurnnlates until the decision criterion is satisfied 
and the syst.cm1 makes a. high confidence prediction. Acc.umt!latecl evidence can also fine~ tune 
performance during unsupervised rehearsal Jea.ming. 
. . 
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FiRure I c, 
In fom increnwnral stages. AHT-EMAP irnproves predictive accura.cy of fuzzy AHTMAP 
and (:xknds its d()Jnaiu to include spatio-t.r:llJIH>ra.l recognition and prediction. ART-EMAP 
applications include a vision syst.r:rn that sallrplr:s :2-D perspectives of;) .. !) objects. J.n this 
scenario, a sensor genc:rates an organizr:d clatalmse of inputs that are views of each object 
from different perspectives or noisy sarnples of fix("] views. Evidence accurnulation has been 
successfully used in neural m:twork machine vision applications. as in the aspect network 
(Baloch and Waxman. 1991: Seibert and Waxrnan, 1990b). AHT-EMAP further develops 
this strategy. 
Figure Hi 
3-D object recognition: Sirnulations illustratl• performance of fuzzy AHTMAP and 
\IrJ"-EMAP (Stages I ·1 ). on a n:cognition problem that rc:quires a system to identify three 
sinrilar :l-D objects (pyrarni(L prism, hrmsc). Inputs consi;;t of arnbiguous 2-·D views taken 
frorn variou;; angks (Figure I (i). The probl(:rn is rnade diflicul\ hy tbe similarity of vi(:ws 
across objects and by several test set views that do not resemble ally training set view of the 
;;amc obj(:ct. Fuzzy AHTMAP correctly id('Jlt.ifies only Gil% of the objeces from noise-free 
test set images. Stage I AH'J"--F:MAP ra.i;;r:s performance accuracy to 71%. while Stage 2 and 
Stage :l both boost pr:rfonnam:e to 98.0% (Figure 17). 
Fi~un: 17 
Database inputs: 'fhe simulation database was constructed using Matbematica to 
gen(:rate shadr:d 2-D projr:dions of ;] .. [) objects illuminated by an achromatic point light 
sourc(:. For each of the tlm·:(: objects, 24 training set views were obtained from perspectives 
spaced :wo to G0° apart around a viewing hmnispbcre (Figure I Cia). For each object, 17 
test sc:t vir:ws, ;;paced at 45° intervals, were obta.in(·:d from perspectives between those of the 
trainiug set (Figure 1Gb). Ea(:h 2-D view was l.lreu preprocessed, usiug Gabor filters (Gabor, 
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ID·Hi: Daugman, 19N8) to recover boundaries. compd.itive interactions to s;lmrpen boundary 
locations and orientations (Crossherg and IVIir,golla, 19ofl). and coarse codinp;, to yield a 
J OO-con1ponent. input vector a. The preprocessing algorithm is; a typical feature extractor. 
choscrn to illus;t.rate con1parative performance• of dilfcrrcut recognition syst.crrns .. and was not 
selected t.o optirnizc perfonnanc:cr of any one of these systems. 
TI·aining regime: Fuzzy AHTMAP and AHT-EMAP Stage I through Stage 4 were 
evaluat.ed using both a noise-fnrc test set and a noisy test set. T'he noisy test set was 
constnrcted by adding C:aussian noise (Sll = 0.2) to each input conrponcrnt. Each syst:em 
was initially trained under one st.anda.rcl supervised learning protocoL with the training set 
prcsentcrcl once. Since the tntining set view;; were selected to be sparse and nonredundant., 
a situation of minirnal code compression was simulated during training. This was achieved 
by assigning a high value to the AHT!VIAP baseline vigilance (ria = CUJ), which established 
.ltJ ANT:, recognition categories for the 7'2 training set pairs. 
Fuzzy ARTMAP simulation: Perfornrance measures of fuzzy AHTIVIAP and AHT-
1-:M A P on the :J. D object recognition database are ;;umrnarized in FigurP 17, for noise-free 
u'st scrt inputs (plots a-cl and for noisy u'st ;;c•t inputs (plots el-f). T'lw prediction of each 
test set view is rqwcrscnt.ed graphically, on shaded viewing hernispbercs. Each bcrnispbere 
shows 17 faces, which corTe;;pond to the 17 test c;ct viewing angles; (Figure 1Gb). For each 
;;irnula.tion, \,]nee berni;;pheres show object cia;;;; predictions rnadcr by the system in response 
to the corresponding input. with ;;hading of a face indicating a prediction of pyramid (black), 
prism (gray), or house ( whi t,e). 
Fuzzy AHTMAP made only G4.7% correct object class predictions on t.he noise-free test 
sc:t (Figure 17a). a.nd GO./\% corrcrct predictions on the noisy test. se.t (Figure l7d). This poor 
performance indicates the clifiicult. nature of the problern when prediction must be ma.cle on 
the basis of a. single view. NoV:. for example, that, rna.ny of the test sr't. inputs from the lower 
left part of t.hcr pyramid view hemisphere were incorrectly identified a.s prisrn views. The 
reason for these errors can be inferred frorn the correspondence betwcren certain pyramid 
:HJ 
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test set views and sirnilar pri:>m training set views (Figure Hi). 
ART-EMAP Stage 1: Spatial evidence accumulation 
Alff·-EMAP employs a spatia.\ evidence accumulation proce;;s that integrates a eli;;-
trihuted pattern of <lc.tivity across coclecl category nodes to help disambiguate a noisy or 
novel test set input. In contrast, previous AHT and AHTMAP sirrmlations chose only the 
most highly activat.ecL winner-take-all category node at the field F;' as the basis for rec:og-
nilion and prc,cliction. 
In the fast.-lcam fuzzy AHTMAP systern, llw input frorn F{' to the jih F2' node (Figure 
15) i;; given by: 
lA 11 w:' I Tu = -----····2 .. _ 
.I n + iwql' 
. j 
as in Figure I. Fuzzy AHTMAP uses a binary choice rule: 
'I a __ { I 
,J.] ~ () if T/ > t;' for all j 1' J 
otherwise;_ 
(6) 
(7) 
Thc,rl. only the 1'0' cav•gory J that receives 1naxirnal F'j' - Fi' input prcclic:t.s the ART[, 
output. 
;\[{T'-EMAP abo uses the binary choice rule (7) during the initial period of supervised 
training. However, during pcrfonnanc:c, F'J.' output y" is detennined by less extreme contrast 
cnlrancemcnt of the Fj' ~, F'2' input. pattern T". Lirnited contrast enhancement extracts more 
inforrnation from the relative activations of Fj' categories than does the aJl-or-none choice 
rule ( 7). 
Power rule: Raising the input T" of the i 1" F!,' category to a power p > 1 is a simple 
.I • -
way to implement contrast enhancement.. Equation (8) defines a normalized power rule: 
(8) 
:n 
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Normalization constrains t!Je 1".2' output values to a manageable range without altering rei-
ati1·c 1·alues or subsequent predictions. The power rule (8) approximates the dynamics of 
a shuming cmn]wtitive short--tenn-JJJCnJory (ST!Vl) network that contrast-enhances its input 
pat rem (<;rossberg, 197:1). The pmver rule is c'quivalnnt to tlw c!Joice rule (7) when pis lMg<'-
For smaller]!, the distribJJted activity pattern (S) use:; inforrnation from tbe relative F!/ cat-
egor~· activations to improve test :;et prwlictive pc•.rfonnancc-• at ARTz,. In all AHT-EMAP 
:;.IJ object sinmlation:;. Jl = :24 . 
.-\fter contrast enhancernent, the 1''2' o1Hpur y" is filtered through the weights wj% to 
acti,·are t.he EMAP field F{'b The input S'//' horn F~' to the k1h F{'" node obeys the equation: 
(9) 
Since clistribnVod l'j' ac\i1·ity generally determines distributed EIV!AP fidel F{'" input. sornc 
nJeaiJs of choosing a winniiJg prediction a.\. the Ell'l'\P field is required. The sirnplcst. rnet.hod 
is t.o choose the ElVIA!' category 1\ tha1 receive's rna.xima.l input from Fj'. 'T'his can be 
1'"~ = {.I 
.J ], 0 
if :r'J}! > :r'j} for all k t ]{ 
othrorwise. 
Othc'r rnethorls for predicting an AR'I/, category will be cliscussecl below. 
(10) 
Stage 1 simulation: Like fuzzy AHTMAP, Stage 1 AHT-EMAP, with its spatially 
clist.rihuted a.c.t.ivity pa.Uern a.t. lCi', is required to male a prc-,cliction frorn each single test set 
view. Nevertheless, predict.ive a.ccuracy improvcos sip;nificantly, frorn M.7% to 70.G% on the 
noise-free test set. (Figure 17b) a.nd from GO.N% t.o 64.7% on the noisy test. set (Figure 17e). 
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Stage 2: EMAP predictive decision criterion 
An alternative w tile Stage J predictive choice rule (10) uses a cle(isiou crit.eriou (DC) at 
the EM AI' field Fj"·· TIH· decision criterion JH'nnits AH7{, choice only wilen tllc nJost act,ive 
category )\ lwcon1es a 111inimmn proportion 111ore active than the next most active EMAP 
ca.tcp;ory. Thus: 
11 a.h = {I 
' ], ll if :r'Jl' > ( DC'):~:J.b for all k t /{ otherwise. (II ) 
wlwre DC· 2 1. With DC' = I, the Stage :2 dr't:ision criterion rule (II) reduces w tile Stage 1 
FJ'" choice rule (Hi). With DC> 1, the rk1cision criterion prevents prediction when rnultiple 
EIVIAP categories are about. equally ac:tivat.r1d a.t F']'". representing ambiguous predictive 
evidence. As the DC' increases, boeil ac:c:macy and the mnnber of required input sarnples per 
decision tend to increase. VVlwn the decision criterion fails, and ( J J) implies that. Y'//' = 0 
!'or all Ic additional input is sought to resolve the perceived a.mbiguity. In an applica.tion, 
additional inputs mighi c:oJTilS]JOIHl to mnlt.iple ,·icws or to tnultiple sarnples ol' a. single view. 
Stage 2 simulation: Stage 1 spatial eYiclencc accunmlation improves perl'orma.nc:c• by 
c.a.u~dn~ a novel \'iew \.o a.ctivaU' catcp;ori(~S of 1.\\'0 or n1ore nc~arby training sC>t vie.\vs, \vhic.h 
then strongly predict. t.he correct object.. Ilowever. many single view errors, ca.usecl by sirnilar 
views across difTcJrr~nt objects, rernain. Stage~ or Stage :l corrects most of tbe0e errors, when 
ni\rltiple views of the unknown objcJct. are available. \Vith a higb fixed dw:ision criterion 
(DC;=~ .0) and <Ul avr1rage of 4 .fO tP.st. set. views, Stage '2 A HT -E~MAP achieves 98.0% a.ccurac.y 
on the noise-free test sr1t.. Even on t.bc noisy test set., object ident.i!ic:at.ion remains at. 90.2% 
a.ccurat.e, with a.n average of G.8 test set. views. Bot.b performance and t.be average nurnber 
of vic1ws decrease as t.bc fix eel decision criterion decreases from 5 to J. 
Stage 3: Temporal evidence accumulation 
TlHJ predictive dc,cision criterion st.ra.tegy (Stage 2 AHT-EMAP) searches multiple views 
or sarnples until one input satisfies the clrlcision criterion. However any single noisy input 
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w'cwr a rnight produce rnap field activity that satisfies a grven decision criV,rion but still 
make an incorrect prediction. The St11ge :Z strategy doe;; not benefit from \.lw partial evidence 
providr'd by all the view;; thai faiJr.,d to nru'l the decision crit.eriou. F'nrt.ber performance 
i11rprovenrent in a noisy input er11·ironmen1 is achieved t.brough the application of a decision 
niterion to t.ime-int.egnu.ecl prreclictions that are generatr'd by rnultiplc inputs. Stage :3 AHT-
Elv!AP accumulates <'vidence at a map mriclenc:e ac:c:umula.tion field Ffl.b (Figure 15). The 
t.inre scale of this rr"'diunr-l.errr, rrwrnory (MTlVI) prou-,ss is longer t.han that of the STM 
field activations resulting frorn rhr·' presenu' of a single view, but shorter than the long-term 
mernory (r;rM) stored in adaptiw' weights. 
Additive evidence integration' A straightforward way to implcrm,nt. evidence accu-
rnulation at the EMAP rnudule is to surn a sequence of F{'b map activations at t.he evidence 
accurnulatiun field F}'h: 
, ·z-,ab)(ucw) = ('/-'ub)(olrl) --L ,1.a.b 
' k ' k , •'k. ( 12) 
At Fyt'. evidence accumnlating \•ITM (TJ."') starts at zero and rs reset to zero when the 
dr,:ision criterion is met. Acti,·itics y'(' at field Fj'" obey: 
if TXb > ( IJC')T/:"' for all k t- I\ 
otherwise. 
(1 :3) 
1\ decision will eventua.lly be ma.dc if the DC starts large and gradually decmases toward I. 
As in Stage 2, larger DC values \.end to covary with both greater accuracy and longer input 
sequences. In simulations, the DC decreased exponentially from G to I: 
DC (I)= :'i(l.O -r)1- 1 + 1, ( 14) 
where a (I) is the 11/i input in a sarne-class sequence (1 = 1 ,2, ... ). The decay ra.te (r) was 
set equal to 0.2. Additive integration is equivalent to applying the decision criterion to a 
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running avera.ge of Illil.]l fic:ld a.ctiva.tionc; x"" ra.th<'r than to x"" itself. 
Stage 3 sinnrlation: For a l.wo-clasc; preclinion problem, evidence accurnulatiou IIII-
provc:s perfonnance priiwLrily by avc-:ra.ging across Iloisy inpul.s. Stage:; /\HT-El\1/\P becorm:s 
inc:rc:asingly uc;eful as the umulwr of predic:t.ed c.lasscs increases. c;ince evidence accumulation 
cau also help solve the difficult problern of clic;arnbip;uating m:arly identical views of different 
objc:c:to. \~iith t.hree or more-: object c.lasc;ec;, when equal predictive evidence may exic;t for 
both the conecl object a.!ld an inconcn Olll\ the identity of the enoneous c:lass tendo to vary 
frOIII one inprn 1.0 the nex1.. As the sequc:nce of vicwc; gn>wf>, erroneouf> evidence is quickly 
overwhclrnecl by evidence• for the correct object. In the Stage :3 AHT-EMAP three-object 
siniulat'Hms. with the de.crcasing DC' function (1'1). an average of 9.:2 views were needed to 
rea.ch 9/i.OCX corrc,ct performance on the noise-free-' tesl set (Figure 17c). On the noic;y test 
set. an average of I J.:l views a.llowcd the syst.crn to rea.ch 92.:2% correct pcrforrnance (Figure 
17f). 
Stage 4: 'Unsupervised rehearsal learning 
'T'ernporal eviclcnu• accumulation allows the !Ot.age :3 A Rf- El'v!:\ P s_,·suorn to rec:ogni,;c: 
ohjc,c:t.s frorii a. sc1ries of ambiguous views. Howevc1r the syst.ern learns nothing from the final 
OlilH>Iric of this decision proccs:;. !L for c·.xa.rnple .. an input sequence al 11 .... , alL) predict.s a.n 
.'\1-0i, cat.c:gory !\,by (l:ZI-(l:l), the entire sc,quencc: would need to be presented again before 
the same prediction would be rwLcle. 
Unsupervised rehearsal lcra.rning (Stage 4) fine-tunes perforn1ance by feeding back to the 
system knowledge of the final prediction. Specifica.lly, after input alL) allows AHT-EMAP 
to choose the i\RT'1, category !\, the seqnencc' a(JI, ... , a(LI is re-pn:sent.ed, or re.he;u-sc,d. 
Weights in an ada.ptive filter u:;% from Fj' to FJ.J' are then adjusted, shifting category decision 
boundaries so that each inpnt a (II in the f>equencc' bec:ornes more likely, on its own, to predict 
category /\. 
Stage 4 simulation: Unsupervised rehearsal learning rmproves single v1ew test set 
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pc~rforrna.nce only llli\rginally on the :J-D object sinmlations. Stage 4 rehearsal leaming was 
couclnctecl on the :11 noise-free test set view;;. Tenqloral evidence a.ccurnulation drew from 
an enlarged test. set that iJrcluded 7'2 additional views. Accc,;;sing c-:xernplars from this la.rgc'r 
t.c:st set. allow;; stalrle line-t.uuiug by decreasing the pc:rcenta.gc' of a.rnbiguous t.est viewo;. After 
this fine .. tnning, pc~rforrnance on individual views l"rorn the-~ original "11 test set inputs was 
7:1%, cornparwl t.o 70.G% at Stage 1 (Figure 17b). 
Spatiill ilnd ternporal eviclmrce accnnmla.tion by AHT-ElVIAP have hw~n shown to im-
prove fuzzy AHTlVlAP performa.nce on bot.b the ARPA bc:ndnmuk circle-in-tbe-sqna.re prob-
ienr (Carpenter ancl Ross, 199:1, 19CJ4b: Wilensky. 1990) ancl on the :3-D object recognition 
problern clescribc,cJ hc,rc. Unsupervised rehearsal learning illustrates ho\\" self-training can 
fine-tune syst.ern perforrlliUJCe. ART-EMAP is a general purpose algorit.hnr for pa.ttern class 
prediction based on the temporal integration of predictive evidence resulting frorn distributed 
recognition across a srnall set of trained categories. The system prornisc" to be of use in a 
variety of applications, including spatio-t.crnporal irnagc analysis aud prediction as well as 
n:cognitiou of :l-D objects frorn a.nrbiguou;; ~-D vrcws. 
1.2. Concluding H.ernarks 
AH'T'MAP systerns illustrate bow neural rwtworks can incorporate properties or fuzzy 
logic ami expert production systems int.o a unified computational framework. Such algo-
ritlmrs arc helping to ovcrcorne previously a.rbit,rary boundaries between these disciplines. 
Tirey exhibit cornbinations of properties that. have not been attaina.ble by rnore traditional 
a.pproaches, which helps to explain tire ra.pidly growing number of diverse applications in 
which tlwy are being :;ucce:;sfully usee!. 
13. Appendix: Fuzzy ART Algorithm and Fuzzy ARTMAP 
Fuzzy ART activity vectors: Each /\ HT system includes a field Fo of nodes that 
represent a. current input vector; a. field P.1 tba.t n·,ceives both bot.tom-up input from Fo and 
top-down input from a field P.2 that represents thc~ active code, or c:a.tegory. The Fo activity 
:Hi 
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vector is denoted I= (11, ... , J M), with each c:ontponc:nt !; in the interval [OJ]. i = 1 .... , M. 
1'be F1 activity vector is dc:not.t·.d x = (:r 1 , .... :r: M) a.ncl the F2 activity vector is denoted 
y = (y1 , .... !JA ). Tbt.• nunJl>t:r of nodt:s in c:acb field is arbitrary. 
Weight vector: Associa.tc:cl with eacb Fi category node .f(J 1\ ... : JV) is a vec.t.or 
w 1 = ( w11 , .... 1l'.iM) of adaptive weights. or LTM tra.ces. Jniti;Jil.v 
(A 1) 
thc~n each category is said to be lmcommit.t,ed. Afv:r a category is selected for coding it be· 
conws committee!. As shown below, ca.ch LTM trace w.J, is monotone nonincrca.sing through 
tirnc ancl hence converges to a limit. Tllf' Fuzzy A WI' weight vector wi subsumes both (.be 
bott.onHl]l and top· clown weight vectors of A rrr j. 
Parameters: Fuzzy AHT dynamics a.rc determined by a choice paranwt.er o- > 0; a. 
learning rate para.met.cr tl E [0, 1]: and a vigilance pa.rarneter p E [0, 1]. 
Category choice: For Pach input I and F, node j. the choice funcUon T, is defined by 
- . ·' 
(A2) 
where· the fuzzy '\ \ D (Zadeh. 1%:1) operator 1\ is cl<:fi nc:tl by 
(p 1\ q); = min(p,, q,) ( A:l) 
a.nd where the nonu i · i is clefinecl by 
M 
IPI = L IPil· (A4) 
1"=1 
for any M-clirnensional vectors p and q. For notat.iona.l simplicity, 7j(I) 111 (A2) is often 
wricten as 7~ when the input I is hxecl. 
The system is S<tid to make a. cat.egory choice when at rnost one F2 node can become 
active at a given tirne. The category choiu' is indexed by J, where 
T1 = max{7j : j = 1 ... N). (A5) 
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If rnon' than orw Ti is maximal, the category .7 ll'ith the srna.llest index is c:hm;en. In 
particular, nodes hc,come cornruit;tecl in order j = 1, :Z, :l,... . \·Vhen the Jl" category is 
chosen, !}.} = I; aud ?/.i = 0 for .7 of .1. In a choice syst.e1n, the F 1 CJCtivity vt.,ctor x oht.,ys the 
equation 
{ I x-
- I/\ Wj 
if F'o is inactive 
if tl;e .Jih F2 node is chosen. (Ali) 
Resonance or reset: HesoniUJCC occms if the lllittch {uuct.iou IIAw.JI/111 of the chosen 
cat.egorv rneets the viu:ilance criterion: 
,, " u 
'lAw 1 
' Ill 1 2: p: 
that is. by (A6), when the J 1" category is chosen, resonance occurs if 
Lr'arning then t.'nsucs. as defined below. Mismatch reset occurs if 
that is. if 
II!IW.JI 
'---=:--"--' < (J; Ill 
(A7) 
(AS) 
( A'l) 
(.410) 
]'hen the value of the choice fullction T1 is set to 0 for the dmation of the input prese1rta.tion 
to prevent the persistent selection of the same category during search. A new index J is 
then chosen, by (A5). The search process continues until the chosen J satisfies (A 7). 
Learning: Once search ends, the weight, vector W.J is updated according to t.he equation 
(new)_ '"(I/\ (old))+ (J p) (old) 
w.J - 1.1 w.J - 11 wJ . (All) 
Fitst learning corresponds to sc,t.ting !1 = 1. 
Fast-commit slow-reeode option: For efficient. coding of noisy input sets, it is useful 
to set (1 = I when J is <111 uncommitted node, and then to take (1 < I after the category 
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is contmitted. Then w~rcwj = I the first tinw ca.v,gory J bec:ornes active. l'vloore ( 1989) 
introduced the learning law (A II), with fast commitment and slow recoding. to investigate 
a yariety or getHTalizc'<l AHT I rnodcls. Sorne of these models are similar to Fuzzy AHT, 
hut none• include" the-' cotnplentent coding option. Moore described a ca.tegory proliferation 
probiern tba.t call occur in sorrte ;malo!!, •\HT syst.e.rns when a la.rge tl\ltnher of inputs erode 
the nonn of weigbt vectors. Cornplerncnt coding solves this problem. 
Input normalization/ complement coding option: Proliferation of categories is 
avoided in Fuzzy AHT if inputs are nonnalizwl. C:omplemem coding is a. normalization rule 
that preserves amplitude infonnation. C :omplenwnt. coding represents both the on-response 
ami the off-response to an input vector a (Figure 8). To define this operation in its sirnplest 
form. ]r,\ a itself represrmt the on-response. The cornplemen\ of a, denoted by a', represents 
the off-rc:sponse. where 
c- I (li = - (l.l. (A 1:2) 
The cotllpietttent coded inpul ] to t.be field F1 is t.lte :!ivl-dimensional vector 
I= (a. a')"" (OJ ..... aM. ay, .... a~H ). (AJ:l) 
Note' that 
III= l(a. a')l 
M M 
= I: a; + ( M - I: a;) (A 14) 
i=l i=] 
=M. 
so inputs preprocessed into complement coding fon11 are automatically norrnalized. Where 
cornplement coding is used, \.he initial condition (A1) is replaced by 
WjJ (0) = ... = 11'.J.2M (0) = 1. (A 15) 
Fuzzy ARTMAP Algorithm 
The Fuzzy AHTMAP syst.c:rn incorporates t.wo Fuzzy AHT modules AHT, and AH.1't, 
that are linked together via an inter-AHT module F'd' called a map fielel (Figure 10). The 
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rnap field is used to forrn predictive associations brrtween r:atcgories and to realize the mat,ch 
tmcking rule whereby thc vigilance pararncter of A HT, increases in response to a predictive 
rni,sn~<J.tch at AH'T\. The inVTactions nrcrcliatecl by the map field F"b rnay be operationally 
chMa.nerizcd a.s follows. 
ART, and ARTb: Inputs to AHT, and AHT~o are rn the c.ornplerne.nt c:ode forrn: for 
AH'f,. I= A = (a, a'); for AWf1, I= B = (b. b'). Variables in AHT, or ARTb are 
dcsigna.tccl by subscripts or superscripts "11." or ''h". For ART,, let x" = (:r:], .. :r2M,) denote 
the Fj' output vector; let y" = (11\',,. y'fvJ denote the FJ' output vector; a.nc! Jet wj = 
( w.fJ, w_f2, ...• w1.2M,) clenot.e the jlh AHT, weight vector. For AR1'1, let xi> = (2:~,,. :rt11,.) 
denote the F{' output. vector: let yb = (!!~ ... ?/i_,,,) denote the F)j output vector; and let 
w1, .. (wt 1, v't2 , .. ,, w1,, 2M,) denote the J.:ih '\1(1\ weight vector. For the map field, let 
xab (:r:j'~> .... ,:r:'0) denote the pab output vector. and let w"b = (w"j' ... .. w'J'IN) denote 
i b ) J b 
the weight vector frorn the i'" F2' node to pah Venors x",y".x",y". and x"b are set to 0 
betw<'en inpur prrrsrrnt:ations. 
Map field activation: 'l'he map field pab is act.iva.v:cl whenever one of the AHT, or 
i\J(f1, cat.crgories is <lCtive. If node J or Fj' is chosen. Lhen ir.s weights w:/ activate F""- If 
node 1,· in FS is active. then tire node 1\ in pab is act.iva.Led hy 1 to-1 pathways between FJ' 
a.ncl F'""- If both Alrl'a and Alri'~; are a.ctivrr, Llwn pab becomes active only if AHTa predicts 
the sarne catct;ory as AHT~; via the weights w""- The pab output vector x"b obevs 
' . ' J ,. 
1 
yb 1\ w:J'' if the .J th F~' node is active aml F~ is active 
x"b = w':/' if the J.th F2'. nr •. Hle is <.tctiv. e.a.nd. F1 is inactive 
y" if 1·~;' is inactive <mel Ic}; is active 
0 if Pi' is inactive and F~ is ina.ct.ive, 
(A16) 
By (A 1 G), x"b = 0 if the prediction w:J'' is clisconfinned by y"- Such a mismatch event. 
trip;gers an AH:J', search for a better category, as follows. 
Match tracking: At tbc start of eacb input presentation the AHT, vigilance parameter 
p, equals a baseline vigilancrr f!a· Tbe map field vigilance paranwter is Pal>· If 
(Al7) 
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then f!u is increased until it is slightly larger than ]A 11 w:)IIAI- 1, where A is the input to 
Pj'. in complernent coding form. Then 
]x"] =]A II w:]l <PulA I, (A 18) 
where J is tlw index of the ;tctive f~' node, <lS in (A10). \~1hen this occurs, ART" search 
leads either to activation of another 1'~' node J with 
jx"j = lA II wj 12 f!a]A] (A 19) 
and 
(A20) 
or. if no such node exists. to the shut-clown of FJ' for the remainder of the input presentation. 
Map field learning: Learning rules determirw how the rrra.p field weights w;'J: change 
tlmmgb time. as follows. \Vei!!hts v·~'): in F]' -pall paths initially satisfy 
( 421) 
During resonance with the AHTn category J active, w"j' approaches the map field vector 
x""- With l'ast learning, once J learns to predict the Air!\ category ]{. tha.t association is 
perrnancnt; i.e., vij1j( = 1 for all time. 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 
Figure 1. R(:preseut.ation of fuzzy cat.egori(:o using feature r(•ctangl(:s and, irt higher dirnen-
sions, hypfT-nx:tangles. [Reprinted with perrnission from Carpenter. C.A. ancl Grossberg, 
S. ( 1 ~194 ). Fuzzy AHT'IVIAP: A synthesis of m:ural networks a.ncl fuzzy logic for supervised 
categorizatiou aud nonst.a.tionary prediction. In R.R. Yager and LA. Zadeh (Eels.), Fuzzy 
sets, neural networks, and soft c01nputing. New York, NY: Van Nostrand Reinholcl, 
p. I 21\.] 
Figure 2. IV! any-to-on(: lr:anring corn hines catl:gorization of many exernplars into one cate-
?:OI'Y, and labelling of many caV:gori(:s with the: sante name. [Reprint.ecl with permission from 
Carpenter. C.A. and Grossberg. S. (1994). Fuzzy AHTMA!': A synthr:sis of neural networko 
and fuzzy logic for sup<:rvisr:cl categorization and nonstationary prr:diction. In R.R. Yager 
ami L.A. Zadeh (Eels.). Fuzzy sets, neural networks, and soft computing. New York, 
\Y: Van '\ostrand Reinbold, p. J:ll.j 
Figure 3. Onr:-to-nmny learning (:naiJJcs one input vector to be associat.e.d with rnany output 
vectors. If the system predicts an output that is disconfirrned at a given stage of lc:arning, 
the predictive error drives a. memory S(oarch !'or a. new category to associate with the new 
prediction, without degrading its previous knowledge abom the input vcc:Lor. [Reprinted 
with pennission from Carpe.ntcr, C.A. and Crossberg, S. (1994). Fuzzy AHTMAP: A syn-
thesis of neural networks and fuzzy logic for supervised categoriza.tion and nonstationary 
prediction. Jn H.R. Yager and L.A. Zadeh (Eels.), Fuzzy sets, neural networks, and soft 
computing. New York, NY: Van Nostrand Reinhold, p. 1:32.] 
Figure 4. Interactions between the at.tentionaJ and orienting subsystems of an a.daptive 
resonance theory (AHT) circuit: L(:vel F\ encodes a distributed representation of an event 
to be recognized via. a short--ternr memory (STM) activation pattern across a network of 
:;:l 
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feature detectors. Level F'z encodes Uw <'vent t.o be rc-,cognizecl using a rnore compressed STM 
represrnt.ation of the F 1 pa.ttem. Leaming of tiH•sc· recognition codes takes place at the long-
wrru nwrnory (LTM) tra.ces within t.be bol.tonr-np and top-down pat.lrways between levels 
f''r and F'-J. T'hr· top-clown pathways can read-out learned expc-,ctation;; whose prototypes 
are nrat.cbed against bottorn-np input pa.t.r.<,l'lls at F 1. Mismatches in response to nove.! 
events activate the oric,ntation suhsyst.ern A. thereby resetting the recognition codes that 
are active in STM at Fi and initiating a rnemory sean:b for a more appropriate recognition 
code. Output from suhsystern A can also trigp;er an orienting response. (a) Block diagram of 
circuit. (b) Indiviclual pathways of circuit, including the input. level Fu that generates inputs 
to level F1 . Tire gain control input t.o level F 1 helps to instantiate the 2/:3 Rule (see text). 
Gain control to kvel F'c is needed to instat.e a cat.egory in STM. [Reprinted with permission 
fronr Car pen t.cr, CU\. and Grossberg, S. ( 1987 a). A massively parallel architecture for a 
scJf-organizing nccmal na.ttem reco,[(nition nra.chine. C:omput.cr Vision, Graphics, and Image 
1-)roce,'-ising .. 37. p . . ~().] 
Figure 5. i\HT search for an F, recognition code: (a) The inpur pa.u.crn I generates the 
specific S'fi'vl act.ivil.y patt<~rn X at F'1 as it uonspcc:ifically activat.es l.he orienting subsy;;l.crn 
.A. X is reprc:;cnted by the hatched pattern across F'1. Pa.ttem X both inhibits A and 
gcmeratcs the output. pattern S. Patt.cm S is transforrned by the L'fl'vl traces into the input 
paltem T, which acti,·a.tes the STM pattern Y across /"z. (b) Pattern Y generates the top-
down output. pa.ttem U which is tra.nsfornwd into the prototype pattern V. If V rnisma.tches 
I at. F1, then a new S'T'l'vl activity pattem X'' is p;enera.ted at F\. X' is represented by the 
lrat.ched patl.cm. Jna.ct.ive nodes corrc:;ponding to X arc unhat.ched. The reduction in total 
STM a.c.tivity which occurs when X is transformed into X* causes a decrease in the total 
inhibition from f\ to A. (c) If the vigila.nce criterion fails to be met, A releases a nonspecific 
arousal wave to F2, which resets the STI\1 pati.<~nr Y at l"z. (d) After Y is inhibited, its top-
down prototype signa.! is elimina.tc-•cl, and X can he reinstated at F1• Enduring traces of the 
prior rec;et kacl X LO activa.t.c a cliifcrcnL STl\1 pa.ttem Y' at F 2 . If the cop-clown prototype 
clue t.o Y"' abo rnis!lla.tches I a.t. F1 , t.hf'n the search for an appropriate F2 c.ocle continuf'S 
until a more appropriau· Fi representation is sekcted. Then an attentive resonance develops 
and lcaming of t.be <\.\,tcndf'd data is initiated. [Hcprintecl with pcrrnission from Carpenter, 
C.A. <lllci Grossberg. S. (JfJS7a). A rnassiwly para.lld architecture for a self-organizing neural 
pattem recognition rnachine. Computer Vision. (;raphics, 1111d Image Processing, 37, p. Gl.] 
Figure 6. The conrputational rules for the self-organizing fea.ture rnap rnodel were cstah-
lished in 197Ci. [Reprinted with permission frorn Grossberg, S. (197fia). Adaptive pattern 
classifie<ltion and universal recoding, I: Parallel devdoprnent and coding of neural feature 
detectors. Biologiuti CvhenwUcs, 23. p. 12:2.1 
Figure 7. C:onrparison of AHT 1 and Fuzzy >\1\T. [Reprinted with pcrnrrssron from Car-
pcntcr.G./1 .. Grosslwrp,. S. and Rosen. U.B. (JfJfJJh). Fuzzy ART: Fast stable lc,arning and 
categorization of analop; patterns by an adaptive resonance syst.en1. ;\'eul'ill Actworks. 4, 
~r··, .I p. I '-·. 
Figure 8, ComplcnH,nl coding uses on .. c:cll and off .. ccll pairs to normalize input vectors. 
[Reprinted with pcrrnission frorn Carpenter, C.A., Grossberg, S. and H .. osen, D.B. (199Jb). 
Pnzzy AHT: Fasl. stable learning and categorization of analog patterns by an adaptive rcso-
nanc:e sysl;cm. Neural Nct.works, 4, p. 7(i4.] 
Figure 9. Fuzzy AND and OR operations generate category hyper .. rcct.angles. [Reprinted 
with pe.rrnission fwrn ( :arpcntc,r, G.A., Grossberg, S. and Rosen, D.B. ( 1991 b). Fuzzy AHT: 
F';r.st stable learning and categorization of analog patterns by an adaptive resomwce system. 
Neural Networks, 4, p. 76:3.] 
Figure 10. Fuzzy AHTMAP a.rchit.ec:tme. Tire AH:fa. complenwnt coding preprocessor 
transforms t.he Ma-vect.or a into l.he 2Ma-vec:Lor A= (a, a') at the ARTa field F0'. A is the 
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input vector to Uw AHT, field F{'. Similarly, the input to F}' is the 2M,-vect.or (b, be). When 
a prediction by AHT, i;; clisconfirrned at AHT,. inhibition or map fidel activation induces 
the nJatch tracking pron:ss. Ma.tch trac:kiug raisc:s \.he AKI\, vigilance p, to just above t.he 
F)' t.o F;\' match ratio lx"I/IAI. This tri~r.;crs au /\WI', search which leads to activatiou of 
either an AHT, c:a.t.egory that c:orrc:c:Uy pre.clic:t.;; b or t.o a previouc;ly uncommitted AWI'a 
category node. [Reprinted with permission from Carpenter, C.A., Crosshc-:rg, S., Markuzon, 
:\ .. H.eynolds, .J.H .. and RoserL D.B. (199~). Fuzzy AHTMAP: A neura.l network architecture 
for incremental supervised learning of analog rnuiticlimensional rnaps. IEEE Transactions on 
Xeural ,'\'etworks. 3. p. ()9\J.] 
Figure 11. Mat.ch tracking: (a) A preclictiou ic; rnadc: by Al{!'r, when the baseline vigi-
lance (J" is less than the ana.log match value. (b) A predictive error at. AHTz, increases the 
baseline ,·igilance value of AHT" until it jnst c:xc:c:c:ds the analog nmtcb valne, and thereby 
triggers hypothesis v:st.ing that searchec; for a rnore pn:dic:tive bundle of features to which to 
atv:ncl. [H.eprintc:d with pennission from Caql<'nter., G.A. and Grossberg, S. (1994). Fnzzy 
AHTMAP: A synthesis of neural rH:\worh and fnzzy logic for super,·ised cat,egorization and 
nonst.ationary predic:t.ion. In R.R. Yager and L.'\. Zadeh (Eels.). Fuzzy sets, neural net-
works, and soft cornputing. New York. NY: Van Nostrand Rc-:inholcl, p. 148.] 
Figure 12. The imap;e processing ilow chart of the VIEWNET systern, from presenting a 
2-D image in the image database until the read-out of the predict,ecl :l-D object. 
Figure 13. COHT-X 2 ilow chart. 
Figure 14. Preprocessing S\llYIIll<1I'y. (a.) Output of COHT-X 2 preprocessing. (b) Centered 
Jog-polar irnage. (c) Ga\losian coarse coding patt.crn. (el-f) Coarse coding reduction from 
I 2S x 121\ pixels down to Hi x 1 G, 8 x 8, and 4 x 4 pixels. 
Figure 15. AHT-EMAP synthesizes <tcla.ptive resonance theory (AWl') and spatial and tem-
poral evidence integration for dynamic prc:ciic:tivr: mapping (EMAP). The network extends 
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the capabilities of fu%zy AHTMAP in four incrmncntal stages. Stage 1 introduces distributed 
patt.em representation at. a view c.aV'.gory lield. St.age 2 adds a decision criterion to the map-
ping between view and oiJ.jcct caV,?;t>ries. delaying ickntificat.ion of ambiguous objects when 
fac·ed with a low c·onlidence prediction. Stage' :1 augrnc:nts t.he syswrn with a field where evi-
dence accumulates in rnecliurrHerrn rnernory (MTM ). Stage 4 adds an unsupervised learning 
process to fine-tune pm·forrna.nc:e after the limit.ecl initial period of supervised network train-
ing. Simulations of the four AHT-EMAP stages demonstrate performance on a difficult :J-D 
object. recognition problem. [Reprinted wit.h permission from Carpenter, G.A. and Ross, 
W.D. (199:la). AHT-EMAP: A neural Jlf:twork architecture for learning and prediction by 
evidence accurnulation. In Proceedings of the world congress on neural networks 
(WCNN-93). Hillsdale, 1\.J: Lawrence Erllmurn Publishing, IlL p. G50.] 
Figure 16. :l-D object recognition training and test set images for AHT-EMAP simulations. 
Circled <~xemplars indicate that. single-view object identification may be difficult because a 
training set view of one object can be t.be san1c as a test set. view of a different object: and 
bc,c;wse test set ,-ic'\\'S oi' two different objects can be the same. [Reprinted with pcnnission 
l'rou1 ('arpentcr. C.A. and ltoss, W.D. (1'llJ-1). :l-D object rccop:nition by the AHT-Ei'vlAP 
evidence accumulation JWt.work. ln Proceedings of the world congress on neural 
networks (WCNN-94), llillsdale, 1\.J: Lawrence Erlbaum Publishing, I, p. 751.] 
Figure 17. :1-D object simulations. Response viewing hemispheres for each object show 
predictions fron1 each test set view. A window in the hemisphere corresponds to one of the 
17 test views (Figmc 1Gb). Plots (a), (b), and (c) show noise-free test set results and plots (d), 
(c), and (f) show noisy test set results. Plots (a) and (d) show fuzzy AHTl\1AP performance, 
using the Fz' choice rule. Plots (b) a.nd (c) show Stage 1 ART-EMAP performance using the 
power rule (:3) with J! = 24. Plots (c) and (f) show Sta.ge :3 AHT-EMAP performance with 
p = :!4 plus temporal evidence accumulation with the decreasing decision criterion (14) and 
multiple views. [Reprinted with permission from Carpenter, G.A. a.ncl Ross, W.D. (1994). :3-
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D obj<,ct. recognition by the AHT-EMAP r.vid<,ncc accumulation lli,\.work. In Proceedings 
of the world congress on neural networks (WCNN-94). Hill:;dalc. N.J: Lawrence 
ErlbaunJ Publishing. L p. F>:LJ 
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TABLE CAPTIONS 
Table 1. /\HTM/\1' bendmw.rk stucli<_,s. [Il'cprint.ecl with pcrrnis;;ion frorn Carpenter, C.A. 
and CrossiH,rp,. S. ( l'J<J:;). Normal and atunesic learning;, recognition. and memory by a 
rwma.lmodel or cortico-hippocampal int.eractions. Trends in Neurosciences, 16, p. 1:34.] 
Table 2. Fuzzy AHTMAP a.pplied to the Landsat image clataba;;e (Feng ci al., 1993). With 
the exception of 1<-N-N, Fuzzy /\HT!\1/\P test set perfom1ance exceeded that. of other neural 
network and rnachinc k'arning algorithrns. C:ornpared to K-N-N, Fuzzy AHTM/\P showed a 
(i: 1 code compression ratio. 
Table 3. On the Pima Indian Diabetes (PID) database, Fuzzy ARTJVIAP test set perfor-
rnance was similar t.o that of the AD/\P algorithm (Smith ct a/., 1~188) but. with far fewer 
rules and faster training. An AHTMAP pruning algorithm (Carpent.er and Tan, 1DD4) fm-
ther re<luceo the number of' ruks by an order of' magnitude. and also boosts test. set accuracy 
t.o 79%. 
Table 4. \'IEWJ\ET recognition results on noisy data (C = 1) with slow learning t.o t.he 
Jlla]l field ((]ab =c 0.:2. f'""''" = (J.'J!i). Due to tl1e low lewis of noise Sm\'iving COHT-X 2 
preprocessing, the recognition results here are not substantially different tha.n those found 
using fast lcarninp; in noise. As noise ill(:reases, slow learning becomes more important for 
maintaining good recognition scores. 
EXAMPLE: Features= hair, hat 
man's head (category J 1) dog's head (category J 2) 
hair: usually hair: almost always 
hat: sometimes hat: almost never 
hat 
MAN 
1 
hair 
COMPLEMENT CODING: 
a - present features 
ac - absent features 
hat 
A~ 
DOG 
hair 
.. 
... 
WITHOUT complement coding: 
hat feature (usually absent) 
-• 0 in both cases. 
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ARTMAP BENCHMARK STUDIES 
1. Medical database- mortality following coronary bypass grafting (CABG) surgery 
FUZZY ARTMAP significantly outperforms: 
LOGISTIC REGRESSION 
ADDITIVE MODEL 
BAYESIAN ASSIGNMENT 
CLUSTER ANALYSIS 
CLASSIFICATION AND REGRESSION TREES 
EXPERT PANEL-DERIVED SICKNESS SCORES 
PRINCIPAL COMPONENT ANALYSIS 
2. Mushroom database 
DECISION TREES ( 90-95 % correct) 
ARTMAP ( 100% correct ) 
Training set an order of magnitude smaller 
3. Letter recognition database 
GENETIC ALGORITHM ( 82% corr·ect) 
FUZZY ARTMAP ( 96% correct ) 
4. Circle-in-the-Square task 
BACK PROPAGATION ( 90% correct) 
FUllY ARTMAP ( 99.5% correct) 
5. Two-Spiral task 
BACK PROPAGATION ( 10,000- 20,000 training epochs) 
FUZZY ARTMAP ( 1-5 training epochs ) 
Table 1 
Application: 
landsat Satellite I mage Classification 
(Feng, King, Sutherland, Muggleton, & Henery, 1993) 
[31gorithm I Accuracy(%) I I Algorithm I Accuracy(%) I 
-···· 
k-N-N I 91 I 
fuzzy ARTMAP I 89 I ~BF j .. 88 J 
Alloc80 
+ 
87 
INDCART 86 
·--
CART j 86 
-
Backprop I 86 
C4.5 I 85 
Test(%) 
k-NN 
fuzzy ARTMAP 
NewiD I 85 
CN2 I 85 
-=--- j 85 Quadra SMART 84 Log Reg 83 
Disc rim 83 
CASTLE 81 
Compression 
l : l 
6: l 
Table 2 
I 
I 
I 
-
I 
I 
Supervised Learning 
Training Test 
576 192 
(1) ADAP (Smith, Everhart, Dickson, 
Knowler, and Johannes, 1988) 
100,000 rules 
76% correct on test set 
slow learning 
(2) Fuzzy ARTMAP 
(Carpenter et al., 1992) 
50-80 rules 
76% correct on test set 
fast learning (6-15 epochs) 
Table 3 
filter set 
Data I Coarse code using spatial avg I Gaussian avg 
. presentation 4x4 I 8x8 I 16xl6 
Ordered 1 79.9/83.1 1 84.0/85.6 I 84.7/89.9 l 
Unordered 1 78.8/83.3 1 83.2/85.7 84.9/89.1 
Ordered 176.3/78.21 78.5/81.5 'I 77.0/78.8 · 
Unordered __ .. ]}.4/80.2 79.6/80.41 75.8/79.2 
__ _j 
Table 4 
